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Needle-based procedures require the guidance of the needle to a target region
to deliver therapy or to remove tissue samples for diagnosis. During needle insertion,
needle deflection occurs due to needle-tissue interaction which deviates the needle
from its insertion direction. Manipulating the needle at the base provides limited
control over the needle trajectory after the insertion. Furthermore, some sites are
inaccessible using straight-line trajectories due to delicate structures that need to
be avoided. The goal of this research is to develop a discretely actuated steerable
cannula to enable active trajectory corrections and achieve accurate targeting in
needle-based procedures.
The cannula is composed of straight segments connected by shape memory
alloy (SMA) actuators and has multiple degrees-of-freedom. To control the motion
of the cannula two approaches have been explored. One approach is to measure the
cannula configuration directly from the imaging modality and to use this information
as a feedback to control the joint motion. The second approach is a model-based
controller where the strain of the SMA actuator is controlled by controlling the
temperature of the SMA actuator. The constitutive model relates the stress, strain
and the temperature of the SMA actuator. The uniaxial constitutive model of the
SMA that describes the tensile behavior was extended to one-dimensional pure-
bending case to model the phase transformation of the arc-shaped SMA wire. An
experimental characterization procedure was devised to obtain the parameters of
the SMA that are used in the constitutive model. Experimental results demonstrate
that temperature feedback can be effectively used to control the strain of the SMA
actuator and image feedback can be reliably used to control the joint motion.
Using tools from differential geometry and the configuration control approach,
motion planning algorithms were developed to create pre-operative plans that steer
the cannula to a desired surgical site (nodule or suspicious tissue). Ultrasound-based
tracking algorithms were developed to automate the needle insertion procedure using
2D ultrasound guidance. The effectiveness of the proposed in-plane and out-of-plane
tracking methods were demonstrated through experiments inside tissue phantom
made of gelatin and ex-vivo experiments. An optical coherence tomography probe
was integrated into the cannula and in-situ microscale imaging was performed. The
results demonstrate the use of the cannula as a delivery mechanism for diagnostic
applications.
The tools that were developed in this dissertation form the foundations of
developing a complete steerable-cannula system. It is anticipated that the cannula
could be used as a delivery mechanism in image-guided needle-based interventions
to introduce therapeutic and diagnostic tools to a target region.
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Percutaneous needle-based procedures such as biopsy and radio-frequency ab-
lation (RFA) require guidance of the needle to the target region for therapy or
diagnosis. These needles need to be steered to the target location by a variety of
maneuvers at the distal end of the needle. Frequently, due to errors in targeting,
they have to be withdrawn slightly and re-inserted to make trajectory corrections
as they are guided inside the soft-tissue. The problem is further compounded when
there is a change in the tissue consistency as the needle traverses through the tissue
or there is presence of calcified regions, which can deflect the needle from its pre-
planned trajectory. Targeting errors correspondingly lead to sampling errors and
poor treatment outcomes.
Some of the common examples of percutaneous needle-based procedures are
prostate brachytherapy, breast biopsy and radio-frequency ablation. Prostate brachyther-
apy is a common form of treatment for early-stage prostate cancer. Prostate cancer
is the most common malignancy in men and it is the second most common cause of
cancer death, after lung cancer with 233,000 estimated new cases, and 29,480 deaths
from prostate cancer in the United States only in 2014 [1]. Prostate brachytherapy
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is a radiation therapy where radioactive seeds are injected through needles directly
into the prostate gland to destroy the cancer cells. Intraoperative treatment plan-
ning is commonly performed using contiguous transverse images of the prostate from
the transrectal ultrasound to determine a treatment plan containing needle locations
and the number of seeds and dosage [2]. The average seed placement error reported
with manual needle insertions under ultrasound guidance is approximately 6.3 mm
and that corresponds to 15% of the average prostate diameter [3]. The clinical
targeting error of the magnetic resonance imaging guided robotic prostate biopsy
system that has been used in the US National Cancer Institute for over 6 years was
reported as 4.3 mm [4]. These seed placement errors can lead to suboptimal implant
dosimetry. In some cases seeds are placed outside of the prostate, in the bladder, the
urethra, or the circulatory system that may correspondingly lead to adverse effects
from radioactivity [5, 6].
Breast biopsy is a needle-based procedure in which breast tissue samples are
removed using a needle. The goal is to insert the needle to the suspicious site de-
termined by the physician and get a small sample tissue for breast cancer diagnosis.
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women, except for skin cancers.
According to The American Cancer Society’s estimates for breast cancer in the
United States for 2014, about 232,670 new cases of invasive breast cancer will be
diagnosed in women and 40,000 women will die from breast cancer [1]. Mammo-
gram and ultrasound can find a suspicious area. However, they cannot directly tell
whether the suspicious site is cancerous. A needle biopsy needs to be performed for
further pathological analysis. Image guided percutaneous needle biopsy of the breast
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is widely practised. The simplest procedure is fine needle aspiration, in which a thin
fine-gauge needle is inserted into the tumor. Due to limited tissue extraction it can
give a false negative result. A core needle biopsy is used when more information
about a breast lump is required and when it cannot be achieved with a mammo-
gram, ultrasound, or fine needle aspiration alone. Larger needles, commonly as
large as 11 gauge or 14 gauge, are frequently deployed. A stereotactic breast biopsy
system incorporates a digital camera system that scans the breast structure with
x-rays. In a stereotactic core biopsy targeting study, it was found that the tissue
and needle displacements cause a total positioning error of 2.4 mm, which limits
the attainable diagnostic accuracy [7]. After a core needle breast biopsy procedure,
a small metal clip may be inserted into the breast to mark the site of biopsy in
case the tissue proves to be cancerous and additional surgery is required. These
clips are dislodged from the tip of a needle. These clips can be introduced through
a flexible introducer [8]. A clip deployment study was performed over a hundred
clips were deployed using a 11 gauge and a 18 gauge needle [9]. The position of
70% of 11-gauge clips and 63% of 18-gauge clips were within 1 cm of the pre-biopsy
calcifications.
Percutaneous radio-frequency ablation (RFA) is another needle-based min-
imally invasive procedure offering excellent patient recovery and lower rates of
procedure-related complications. It is mostly used to treat patients with unre-
sectable primary and metastatic hepatic cancers. It is an in-situ ablation method
and it is desirable compared to the extirpative approach. It is commonly performed
to treat tumors in lung [10], liver [11] and kidney [12]. In a RFA procedure, the
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tumor or other dysfunctional tissue is ablated using a needle electrode. The elec-
trode has an array of hooked tines that are coaxially deployed after the RFA probe
is placed into the ablation zone. In general, RFA is an effective treatment for un-
resectable tumors less than 6.0 cm in diameter. Tumors larger than 2.5 cm require
more than one deployment of the needle electrode [13]. It is desirable to minimize
the number of insertions since each insertion causes a substantial tissue damage.
Interstitial flexible ultrasound applicators made of a array of tubular piezoceramic
radiators can also be used for thermal ablation of the soft-tissue [14]. Burdette et
al. combined real-time spatially tracked image guidance with directional interstitial
ultrasound ablation [15]. A targeting study was performed by placing 1 mm targets
inside pig liver and 3-4 mm targeting accuracy was achieved.
Targeting errors may lead to false negatives in biopsy procedures, imprecise
delivery of radiation therapy in brachytherapy procedures and ablation of healthy
tissue in radio-frequency ablation procedures. There are many challenges in reduc-
ing targeting errors and achieving accurate needle targeting in the aforementioned
needle-based procedures. Needle-tissue interaction causes needle to deflect from its
pre-planned trajectory. Tissue inhomogeneity and the variability in tissue proper-
ties between individuals make the needle trajectory hard to predict. Additionally,
needle insertion and tissue deformation cause the movement of the target and the
organ. Automation of needle insertion procedures can eliminate the human error
and decrease the targeting error. However, some sites are inaccessible using straight
trajectories due to the presence of calcified regions and anatomical obstacles that
need to be avoided. These targeting challenges motivate the need for a discretely
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actuated needle that can generate localized forces to correct for errors in trajec-
tory execution. We envision a multi degree of freedom cannula with a hollow inner
core that can generate steering forces and follow trajectories that are not limited
to straight-line trajectories. The hollow inner core can also be potentially used to
deliver diagnostic and therapeutic (theranostic) tools to a desired region.
1.2 Related Work
There are many challenges in achieving accurate targeting in needle-based pro-
cedures, and hence there is no single solution to overcome these challenges. There
have been various approaches to improve the targeting accuracy of needle-based pro-
cedures. The methods presented in this section are effective ways for reducing errors,
increasing targeting accuracy and understanding the needle-tissue interaction.
1.2.1 Robot-assisted Needle Insertion
Robot-assisted needle insertion combined with image guidance promises to
improve the accuracy of percutaneous procedures. Boctor et al. proposed virtual
remote center of motion control algorithm that guides the needle to the insertion
point and orients it to align with the target-entry-point line [16]. This approach
enables the needle positioning tasks such as guiding the tip to the desired entry
point and pivoting the tip around the entry point and inserting the needle into the
body using translation along a straight trajectory. Hata et al. developed an MRI
compatible manipulator and implemented virtual remote center of motion (RCM)
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control that interactively selects the optimal needle insertion path for liver ablation
therapy under open-configuration MRI [17]. This system allows the physician to
select the needle insertion path while maintaining remote center of motion at the
tumor site. Fichtinger et al. presented a robotically assisted prostate brachytherapy
system [18]. The robot moves the needle guide onto the entry point over the per-
ineum and orients it to the desired angle. The physician inserts the preloaded needle
into the guide sleeve, and enters the needle into the desired depth while observing its
progress using ultrasound. Yang et al. developed a fully MRI compatible master-
slave surgical system for breast biopsy that operates under continuous MRI [19].
The slave robot is located under the space of the breast coil and the master robot
enables the physician to adjust needle orientation and it can be locked in place
to help the physician maintain a stable needle orientation while performing needle
insertion. Robots aid in aligning the needle with the target and robot-assisted pro-
cedures have high positioning accuracy. However, the trajectory errors that arise
after the insertion due to the needle-tissue interaction still needs to be accounted
for.
1.2.2 Modeling Needle Tissue Interaction
Developing needle defection and tissue deformation models for needle insertion
is essential to improve the targeting accuracy of percutaneous procedures. DiMaio
and Salcudean took the lead in modeling the tissue deformations due to needle
insertion [20]. Using a 3-DOF planar robotic manipulator, insertion forces were
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recorded and the phantom tissue deformation was calculated by tracking markers
placed on the phantom. They developed a two-dimensional linear elastostatic finite
element material model and introduced a needle manipulation Jacobian that relates
the needle tip motion to needle base motion using the finite element model of the
tissue [21]. Hence, the steering is achieved by manipulating the needle at the base.
Misra et al. presented an analytical model for the loads developed at the bevel tip
of a 1.5 cm diameter needle during needle-tissue interaction [22]. Roesthuis et al.
developed a mechanics-based model which predicts the deflection of a bevel-tipped
needle during insertion into soft tissue [23]. The needle was modeled as a cantilever
beam supported by a series of springs that have constant interaction stiffness. Chen-
tanez et al. developed a simulator for needle insertion into the prostate that uses
local meshing where needle is modeled as a 1-D elastic rod and tissue model is
discretized using tetrahedral meshes [24]. These models are useful for developing
needle insertion simulators to generate haptic feedback and achieving accurate vi-
sulization for surgical training. Mechanical modeling of living tissues is one of the
most crucial challenges and is still has not been fully explored. Tissue deformation
is complex and shows variability between individuals. It is mostly inhomogeneous,
and has nonlinear and viscous behavior. Therefore, without any active control on
the needle, purely relying on the deflection and position information of the needle
that are calculated using linear elastic assumptions may lead to errors.
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1.2.3 Tissue Manipulation
Manipulating the tissue is another way to improve the accuracy of targeting.
Torabi et al. proposed the use of single-point tissue manipulation using a robotic de-
vice to improve the accuracy of prostate cancer brachytherapy procedure by pushing
obstacles and sensitive tissues away from the needle path to increase target acces-
sibility [25]. Mallapragada et al. presented a control architecture for the tissue
manipulators to guide the tumor towards the line of insertion of the needle for the
breast biopsy procedure [26]. Physicians already perform such tissue manipulation
by hand. These works provide more insight into tissue manipulation in terms of
the number of palpation points needed and where the tissue manipulators should
be located.
The methods presented so far are effective in achieving high positioning ac-
curacy prior to insertion and reducing the targeting error during needle insertion.
Achieving non-straight trajectories and accessing sites that are not accessible using
straight trajectories still remains as a challenge. It would be advantageous to be
able to make large trajectory corrections. This can be achieved by designing new
needles that can overcome the limitations of the conventional rigid needles.
1.2.4 Steerable Needle Design
Kuhle proposed a biopsy needle with an asymmetric tip such as convex, flat,
or concave shaped to take advantage of the lateral deflecting force acting on the
asymmetric tip [27]. To avoid an obstacle, a needle with a bevel tip can be rotated
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into a position such that the bevel faces away from the desired direction of the arc.
Advancing the needle through tissue naturally deflects the needle into the desired
arc. The amount of deflecting forces generated at the needle’s tip is proposed to be
controlled by appropriately selecting the design parameters such as needle diameter
and bevel surface area.
The needle deflection due to tip asymmetry is more profound when the tip
has bevel tip. Beveled needles bend much more than cone or triangular tipped
needles [28]. Physicians often spin the needles by hand to reduce needle bending
and achieve straight trajectories during insertion. Webster et al. proposed using a
needle with a bevel tip made of nitinol that is less than 1 mm in diameter and more
flexible compared to the tissue [29]. The tip asymmetry can aid in steering around
obstacles by controlled rotations at the base of the flexible needle. The steering
capability of flexible needles has been demonstrated on homogeneous and fairly stiff
phantom tissues [30,31]. In this method of steering, the tip deflection is coupled to
the insertion distance. Therefore lateral motion cannot be achieved without further
insertion of the needle. Flexible needles need tissue reaction forces to generate
asymmetric forces at the needle tip for steering. Hence, the tissue properties have
a profound effect on the performance of steering. If there is a change in the tissue
consistency as the needle moves through the tissue, the needle can deflect from
its pre-planned trajectory. Since these needles are flexible and there is no local
actuation, the minimum radius of curvature is limited.
Another method for steering is to use telescoping concentric tubes. There
are several patented designs that involve a rigid cannula and a more flexible stylet
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with a curved distal portion made of a superelastic material such as Nitinol [32–34].
When the flexible stylet is extended beyond the tip of the rigid cannula, it can be
curved to its pre-defined curvature. The steering direction is selected by rotating
the stylet. In this approach, curvature direction can be selected prior to extending
the stylet beyond the cannula tip. However, it has not been demonstrated whether
the curvature direction can be changed once the stylet is inside the soft-tissue.
Heaven and Klapper proposed a steerable surgical device that is composed of an
inner tubular member and an outer tubular member that are pre-bent in a curved
configuration [35]. By rotating the inner and outer tubular members with respect
to each other the device can be oriented. When both tubes are oriented in the same
direction the device bends, when they are oriented in opposite direction both tubes
are deformed and the device straightens. A similar yet more improved design was
proposed where telescoping curved concentric tubes with different stiffness are used
[36,37]. Depending on the actuation of a particular tube in the group, bending forces
can be generated along the entire length of the tube. This design can be grouped
under continuum robots. By rotating and extending the tubes with respect to each
other a resultant curvature is obtained. Bedell et al. presented an optimization
procedure to design the pre-mentioned concentric tube robots for applications in
intracardiac surgery to achieve a desired workspace within the anatomy constraints
[38]. The algorithm finds the desired number of tubes as well as the curvature and
length selection of each curved tube. Curved concentric tubes have potential use in
procedures involving open cavities such as endonasal surgery [39] and intracardiac
surgery [40].
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Another way to achieve steering is using a tendon-driven actuation. Seeker R©
is a manually-operated tendon-driven needle marketed by PneumRx Inc. for use in
lung biopsy. When the joystick located at the hub is flexed, cables located along the
stylet are shortened thus causing the needle to bend. Kratchman et al. designed a
robotically controlled system and used a digital camera feedback to control the tip
of the Seeker [41]. As far as the author is aware, there is no study that shows how
much force can be generated using Seeker and whether it can be applied to other
organs such as breast tissue where steering forces are required.
1.3 Discretely Actuated Steerable Cannula
Due to the nonlinear, non-homogeneous nature of the soft tissue and anatom-
ical obstacles, trajectory planning and execution are challenging. These targeting
challenges motivate the need for a discretely actuated needle that can generate lo-
calized forces to correct for errors in trajectory execution, rather than relying on
the needle and soft tissue interaction forces for steering. Smart materials including,
but not limited to, shape memory alloys, piezoelectric actuators and electroactive
polymers can also be used in needle and cannula design to generate steering forces.
Among these materials, SMAs are attractive, where large forces or displacements are
required and limited space is available. SMA actuators have been used as artificial
muscles for prosthetic limbs [42] and in the design of the active catheters [43–45].
To overcome the reaction forces, achieve precise positioning and exert force on the
soft-tissue to make trajectory corrections during insertion, it is advantageous to have
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actuators along the length of the needle or the cannula. We want to take this a step
further and use the hollow inner core of the cannula to deliver theranostic tools to
the target region. Figure 1.1 demonstrates some of the envisioned applications of
the discretely actuated cannula. The cannula can be integrated with a core biopsy
probe to reduce sampling errors and it can be used for introducing a diagnostic
probe such as OCT that is capable of imaging in-vivo at high resolution to assess
tumor margin. Such a cannula is also advantageous for a RFA procedure. The
cannula can be steered to adjacent regions when the tumor size is large, and hence
the number of needle insertions can be minimized. It is important to note here that




Figure 1.1: This figure demonstrates the anticipated use of the discretely actuated
steerable cannula as a delivery tool for therapeutic and diagnostic applications such
as a)biopsy, b)RFA, and c)OCT imaging. The final designs or the incorporated
tools can be different.
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1.4 Dissertation Overview
The introduction chapter presents the current limitations of needle-based pro-
cedures and the motivation for developing a discretely actuated steerable cannula.
Chapter 2 gives the background on the shape memory effect and the arc-shaped
SMA actuator. The constitutive model of the SMA is given and the important pa-
rameters of the model that need to be determined experimentally are discussed. A
step-by-step characterization procedure is presented to find the parameters of the
SMA actuator. Chapter 3 describes the PWM-based controllers that are used for
temperature feedback and image-feedback control of the SMA actuators. Chapter 4
describes the design of the prototypes. The improvements of each prototype over the
previous prototypes are discussed. The evaluation of the cannula involves testing of
the PWM-based controllers, demonstration of the cannula to aid in OCT imaging,
and experiments inside a tissue phantom made of gelatin. In Chapter 5, a trajectory
planning algorithm using geodesics is presented and a trajectory execution scheme
is demonstrated. Configuration control approach is introduced to take advantage of
the redundancy of the cannula. The algorithm can generate trajectories that sat-
isfy multiple criteria such as joint limit avoidance and obstacle avoidance. Chapter
6 describes an in-plane image processing algorithm that tracks the cannula in 2D
and an out-of-plane tip detection method that localizes its tip using 2D ultrasound.
These algorithms are aimed to be used for ultrasound-guided steering of the cannula.
Finally in Chapter 7, we make some concluding remarks and discuss the directions
for the future work.
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1.5 Dissertation Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• Design of a Steerable Cannula
-This dissertation presents a novel discretely actuated hollow needle (cannula)
that employs SMA actuators for generating steering forces inside soft-tissue.
The cannula can be potentially used to introduce diagnostic and therapeutic
tools through its inner core.
• SMA Modeling and Control
-The uniaxial constitutive model of the SMA that describes the tensile behav-
ior was extended to one-dimensional pure-bending case to model the phase
transformation of an SMA wire that transforms into an arc.
-A step-by-step experimental characterization procedure was devised to obtain
the parameters of the SMA that are used in the constitutive model.
-It was demonstrated that temperature-feedback can be effectively used to
control the strain of the arc-shaped SMA actuator using the constitutive model
of the SMA. A PWM-based temperature controller was developed which can
effectively track continuous temperature trajectories.
• Motion Planning
-A configuration control-based motion planning algorithm was formulated to
steer the cannula to the desired location without exceeding the maximum
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recoverable strain of the SMA actuators while avoiding obstacles. The consti-
tutive model was incorporated into the motion planning algorithm to actively
determine the joint limit of the SMA actuator.
• Ultrasound-based Tracking
-Spatial resolution and ultrasound beam-width are two important parameters
that effect the accuracy of the ultrasound-based tracking algorithms and yet
they are commonly overlooked while assessing the accuracy of the tracking al-
gorithms. A simple procedure was established to quantify the beam width and
spatial resolution of the ultrasound transducer to assess the tracking accuracy.
-An in-plane tracking algorithm based on optical flow was developed to track
the cannula configuration using 2D ultrasound. Spatial and temporal coher-
ence assumptions of the optical flow algorithm make it troublesome to apply
it to the ultrasound images where there are spatial and temporal intensity
variations. A pre-processing step was developed that alleviates the assump-
tions of the optical flow algorithm. Using this method, the top surface of the
needles can be highlighted and smooth intensity can be achieved which makes
it possible to use the fast and powerful optical flow algorithm to track the
features of the cannula in ultrasound images.
-An out-of-plane tracking algorithm based on circular Hough transform was
developed to localize the needle-tip. A scanning method was introduced which
takes advantage of the bevel tip and the circular cross-section of the cannula.
This method guarantees that the detected circle is the cannula-tip.
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Chapter 2: SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
This chapter discusses the arc-shaped SMA actuator and its characterization
process. In Section 2.1, the background of the SMA and the shape memory effect
are described. In our application, SMA wires are annealed in an arc shape and the
radius of curvature changes during phase transformation. The shape-setting of the
arc shape and the setup used for SMA annealing are discussed in Section 2.2. SMA
behavior is a function of three variables: stress, strain and the temperature of the
SMA. The constitutive model that describes the relationship between these three
variables is introduced in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes the step-by-step charac-
terization procedures for the SMA actuators. One of the actuators is a commercially
available SMA actuator and the other one is a drawn Nitinol which does not ex-
hibit any shape memory effect prior to annealing. Finally, Section 2.5 has some
concluding remarks. Most of the contents of this chapter were published in [46,47].
2.1 Fundamentals of SMA
Shape memory effect (SME) is a unique property of certain alloys exhibit-
ing martensitic transformation. When the alloy is deformed in the low temperature
phase, it recovers its original shape upon heating above a critical temperature. When
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shape memory effect is exhibited upon heating, it is called one-way shape memory.
Some materials also undergo a change in shape upon cooling. The first shape mem-
ory transformation was observed by Chang and Read in AuCd alloy in 1951 [48].
Buehler et al. discovered the shape memory effect in equiatomic nickel-titanium (Ni-
Ti) and it was publicized as Nitinol in 1963 [49]. It was discovered at Naval Ordnance
Laboratory (NOL) and hence the acronym Nitinol was derived from Nickel Titanium
Naval Ordnance Laboratory. Ni-Ti alloys are the most practical shape memory al-
loys. The recoverable strain of Nitinol is up to a maximum of about 8% [50]. The
mechanical properties of SMAs vary greatly over the temperature range spanning
their transformation. One of the biggest challenges in SMAs is in developing the
proper processing procedures to yield the desired properties. SMAs make great ac-
tuators. Large shape changes can be induced easily and in a constrained situation
large stresses can be generated. Since the resistance of the SMA is small, it can
be heated using resistive heating without any complicated hardware. Another key
characteristic of SMAs is their unique pseudoelasticity. Pseudoelasticity refers to
the material’s ability at the high temperature phase to undergo large strains during
loading and then recover upon unloading. Hence, SMA has an elastic response to
an applied stress at the high temperature (parent) phase. This is widely employed
in designs that require superelasticity. Because of their biocompatibility, NiTi SMA
have become a material of choice for stents, guidewires and many other medical
devices. Superelasticity enables designing medical devices and implants that can be
squeezed inside tight spaces.
It is important to understand what happens at the microscale to understand
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the macroscopic behavior of SMA. SMA has two main crystal structures: a high
temperature phase called austenite and a low temperature phase called martensite.
In a stress-free state at high temperatures, SMA has a body-centered cubic crystal
structure. When the temperature is reduced in the unstressed state, at low temper-
atures the phase changes from austenite to martensite. The martensite phase either
has a randomly twinned structure with multiple variants or a stress-induced de-
twinned structure where multiple variants converts to a single variant under stress.
The transformation from austenite phase to twinned martensite is achieved through
thermal transformation and results in a negligible shape change. The transforma-
tion from twinned martensite to detwinned martensite occurs when a sufficient level
of external stress is present. Stress-induced detwinned can accommodate relatively
large deformation and recover large strains when transformed into the austenite
phase upon heating. The martensite can be deformed with low stress since the
bonds between the atoms are not broken in the process. Only the rearrangement
of the atoms change during detwinning. These small atomic displacements result
in a macroscopic shape change that can be observed. The one-way shape memory
effect is depicted in Figure 2.1. Almost all the mechanical, electrical and thermal
parameters of martensite and austenite phases such as resistivity, Young’s modulus
and specific heat are different. The austenite phase is relatively stiff and has much
higher Young’s modulus compared to the martensite phase. The stress-strain curve
of the SMA is shown in Figure 2.2.
SMA is initially at point A in the martensite phase at a low temperature.
When there is loading, SMA initially deforms elastically up to the critical stress, σcrs
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Figure 2.1: One-way shape memory effect
at point B. When the applied stress exceeds the critical stress, the detwinning starts
and all the variants are aligned in the loading direction. At point C, the stressed-
induced martensitic transformation is completed. During unloading the material is
at point D and only the elastic deformation is recovered. There is the remaining
residual strain, εr. If the SMA is now heated above the transformation tempera-
ture, the material transforms into austenite and recovers the residual strain. If the
material is now cooled, the SMA transforms into the low temperature martensite
phase while the shape remains the same as in the high temperature austenite phase.
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Figure 2.2: Stress-strain behavior in the one-way shape memory effect
It is important to note that if the stress at point C exceeds the yield strength of the
material, plastic deformation occurs and strain can be recovered partially upon heat-
ing. In other words, if the residual strain εr is larger than the maximum recoverable
strain εL of the SMA wire, only εL-εr can be recovered.
In the stress-free state SMA can be characterized by four different transfor-
mation temperatures. An important characteristic of the phase transformation is
the hysteresis. For temperatures below the austenite start, As, the material is in
the 100% martensite phase. Between martensite start and austenite start tempera-
tures (Ms < T < As) there is no phase change. Once the temperature is increased
beyond As, the material starts transforming into the austenite phase. For temper-
atures above Af , the material is in the 100% austenite phase. In the cooling cycle,
for temperatures above Ms, the material is in 100% austenite phase . Once the
material cools down below Ms, martensite starts to form. Below the martensite
finish temperature, Mf , the material is in 100% martensite phase. When the tem-
perature of the SMA is between As < T < Af or Mf < T < As, the material is
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partially in the martensite phase and partially in the austenite phase. The phase
transformation is characterized by the martensite volume fraction. When the SMA
is in 100% martensite phase, the martensite volume fraction is equal to 1 and it is
equal to 0 when the SMA is in 100% austenite phase. Figure 2.3 shows the change























Figure 2.3: Transformation temperatures of the SMA under no stress
2.2 Annealing of Arc-shaped SMA
Annealing (or shape-setting) of SMA is a thermally-induced process which
can occur inside a furnace or via resistive heating with high current. SMA is shape-
setted inside a small furnace to make sure temperature distribution is uniform along
the length of the wire. The SMA wire is first deformed into the desired arc shape
and clamped down to a ceramic fixture using bolts as in Figure 2.4. SMA wire can
also be annealed in a customized shape that has a straight portion for attachment
and an effective section for bending as in Figure 2.5. The effective part of the SMA
wire which contributes to bending is the arc and the parts shown with dashed lines
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are straight and remain straight upon thermal actuation. A customized jig was also
developed to anneal multiple SMA wires in the desired shape as shown in Figure
2.6.
Figure 2.4: Setup used for annealing of the SMA wire
r
straight portions
Figure 2.5: Customized SMA shape
One of the important considerations before annealing is to select the desired
radius of curvature of the SMA wire. If we consider an initially straight wire bent
into the circular arc shape as shown in Figure 2.7, the relationship between strain
and the arc radius can be derived as:
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Jig for fixing the SMA wires 
in the desired shape 
Jig for cutting the SMA wires 
3'' x 3''
1.06''











where, d, is the diameter of the SMA wire and ℓ, is the length of the section of radius,
r, and arc angle, ϕ. Nitinol can recover strains up to 8% for low-cycle use or up
to about 2.5% strain for high-cycle use [51]. For instance, for a 0.508 mm diameter
SMA wire, 2.5% strain corresponds to a 10.16 mm radius of curvature. A radius
of curvature above 10.16 mm has a strain smaller than 2.5%. For a given length of
the SMA wire, a smaller arc radius corresponds to a larger bending angle. Another
consideration is the transformation temperature range (the difference between the
temperature at which the SMA starts to deform and the temperature at which
the transformation is complete). A wider transformation range is advantageous
since a wider range increases the resolution of the bending angle. The smaller the
transformation range, the higher the resolution that is required for the temperature
controller, since a small temperature fluctuation can result in a large change in the
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Figure 2.7: Relation between strain and arc radius
bending angle. Achieving the desired transformation temperature is not trivial. The
transformation temperatures of the annealed SMA wire depend on various factors
such as the percentage of Nickel and Titanium, the level of cold work, the annealing
time and annealing temperature. Among these factors, the annealing time and
the annealing temperature can be varied by trial and error to achieve the desired
transformation temperatures. The proper selection of a sheath that covers the SMA
actuators for heat insulation would relax the requirement on the maximum allowable
transformation temperature for a medical procedure.
SMA has high fatigue life. For instance, when an SMA wire with strain level
below 4% is subjected to cyclic bending between maximum strain and zero strain, it
starts to fatigue after approximately 2× 104 cycles [52]. Due to the characteristics
of the SMA actuator, it has a one-way shape memory effect after the annealing
process is completed. Upon heating the SMA above its phase-transition temperature
(martensite to austenite phase), the SMA transfers to the desired arc shape. Cooling
down the SMA wire causes a transformation from austenite to twinned martensite
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without any shape change. Therefore for each joint, antagonistic SMA wires are
needed for bending in either direction. The mechanical, electrical and thermal
properties of the SMA wire change after annealing. The SMA actuator needs to be
characterized after the annealing process to determine the properties of the actuator.
The arc-shaped SMA can then be used in a robotic device to generate joint torques.
2.3 Constitutive Model of SMA
SMA characteristics are primarily dependent on the external stress, strain and
temperature and their associated time derivatives. These variables are interdepen-
dent and the SMA behavior is a nonlinear function of these variables. Most of the
constitutive models have been developed for one-dimensional quasistatic loading,
and as such, it is assumed that the material at each instant is in thermodynamic
equilibrium [53–55]. Since stress is a function of temperature T, the martensite
volume fraction λ, and strain ǫ, the material constitutive relation in the differential











This leads to the a general expression:
dσ = E(ǫ, λ, T ) + Ω(ǫ, λ, T ) + Θ(ǫ, λ, T ) (2.3)
where E(ǫ, λ, T ) represents the Young’s modulus of material, Ω(ǫ, λ, T ) is transfor-
mation tensor and Θ(ǫ, λ, T ) is thermal coefficient of expansion for the SMA ma-
terial. Since the strain in the SMA due to thermal expansion is significantly lower
than the strain due to phase transformation, this coefficient is normally neglected.
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We use the model developed by Tanaka [53] to characterize the SMA actuator. In
Tanaka’s model, the strain, ǫ, temperature, T, and martensite volume fraction, λ,
are assumed to be the only state variables. The stress, σ, in the material is calcu-
lated from these quantities. From Equation 2.3, the constitutive equation is derived
as [53]:
σ − σo = E(λ)(ǫ− ǫo) + Ω(λ)(λ− λo) + Θ(λ)(T − To) (2.4)
where E is the Young’s modulus in the elastic regime of the material, Θ is a thermoe-
lastic constant, and Ω is the phase-transformation constant. The terms associated
with subscript ‘o’ refer to the initial state of the material. The elastic modulus is
defined as:
E(λ) = EA + λ(EM − EA) (2.5)
Let us consider a SMA material in the austenite phase (λ0 = 0) at the zero
stress/strain condition (ǫo =0, σo = 0). If the material is cooled down to the marten-
site phase and stretched to the maximum recoverable strain (ǫo =ǫL, λ = 1, σ = 0)
From Equation 2.4, the transformation constant, Ω, can be determined as [54]:
Ω(λ) = −ǫLE(λ) (2.6)
where ǫL is the maximum recoverable strain. Martensite volume fraction determines
the shape of the temperature-strain curve. The shape of the curve that describes
the change in martensite volume fraction with temperature is independent of the
SMA phase transformation phenomena and its dependence on stress. Depending
on the SMA material used, this curve can be represented with a cosine expression
or an exponential expression. Tanaka’s model assumes an exponential function
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for the martensite volume fraction. During the martensite to austenite (M→ A)
transformation, λ is given by:
λM→A(σ, T ) = e
aA(As−T )+bAσ (2.7)
Transformation from austenite phase to martensite phase (A→ M), λ is given by:
λA→M(σ, T ) = 1− e
aM (Ms−T )+bMσ (2.8)














where CM and CA are the stress influence coefficients for the martensite phase and
the austenite phase, respectively. The stress influence coefficients quantify the in-
crease in transformation temperatures with applied stress. CM and CA are constants
and they represent the slope of the lines in Figure 2.8. To fully characterize the SMA
wire we need to find the transformation temperatures and the stress influence coef-
ficients.
Liang and Rogers utilized the same constitutive relation and assumed a cosine
function for the martensite volume fraction [54]. The difference between the two
models is the modeling of the martensite volume fraction. In the Liang and Rogers’
model, λ is modeled as a cosine function. During the martensite to austenite (M→














Figure 2.8: The transformation temperatures of the SMA increase with applied
stress. Stress influence ratios can be obtained from the slope of the lines.






















The advantage of using these models is that the parameters are engineering-based
and they can be experimentally determined through mechanical testing. They rep-
resent the thermomechanical behavior and their mathematical form can be easily
incorporated into the control algorithms.
2.4 Characterization of Arc-shaped SMA Actuator
Nitinol in the cold work condition has not been subject to a heat treatment.
Therefore, the drawn Nitinol does not exhibit shape memory effect prior to the an-
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nealing. The mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of the SMA wire need
to be determined after annealing. When a commercially available straight annealed
SMA wire is used, its mechanical, electrical and thermal properties are available
from the manufacturer. However, annealing the SMA actuator changes its trans-
formation temperatures. To effectively design an SMA actuator, it is essential to
understand the thermomechanical behavior of the SMA. The material properties are
important to develop model-based controllers. Most of the research in SMA char-
acterization and modeling were done on straight annealed SMA wires and springs.
Though characterization and modeling of SMA wires and springs in the straight
configuration have been extensively studied [56–58], doing similar characterization
studies for arbitrarily shaped SMA wires is challenging. The uniaxial testing de-
vices and experimental setup used in characterizing straight annealed SMA wires
are not applicable when the SMA wire is annealed in an arbitrary shape. For ex-
ample, measuring the elastic modulus of the austenite phase is not possible using
the conventional tensile testing machine since the SMA wire does not move along a
line and it moves in a plane as the temperature of the SMA increases. This section
describes step-by-step characterization procedures for the annealed Flexinol R© and
the drawn Nitinol that are annealed in an arc-shape.
To model the phase transformation of an SMA wire that transforms into an
arc, the one-dimensional constitutive model of the SMA described in Section 2.3
was used. The arc radius can be related to the strain using the relation r = d
2ǫ
as described in Section 2.2. When modeling the external stress, we consider the










Figure 2.9: SMA wire bending model
Due to the two antagonistic wire setup for each joint, the non-heated SMA wire is
naturally deformed by the heated wire. If the bending direction needs to be reversed,
the antagonistic SMA actuator is actuated once the actuated SMA wire is cooled
to the martensite phase. Therefore, the hysteresis of SMA can be ignored and only
the heating cycle needs to be characterized.
2.4.1 Experimental Setup
To measure the strain of the SMA, the experimental setup shown in Figure
2.10 was used. The main frame was previously developed in [59]. The apparatus
consists of a rotary encoder and a pin attached at a fixed distance, L, away from the
center of the encoder. As the SMA wire deforms into an arc, it rotates the pin. The
pin rotates around the encoder axis. The geometry of the setup is given in Figure
2.11. The origin, k
1
, is defined as the location of the SMA fixer and k
2
(x,y) is the
location of the encoder axis. There is a cable connected to the SMA wire at point
k
5
. The cable is routed around a screw and goes through a pulley mounted on the
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main frame. Constant loading can be applied to the SMA wire by hanging a weight
at the tip of the cable. Variable external loading can be applied to the SMA wire
by connecting the cable to the extension spring that is connected to a force sensor
(MBD-2.5, Transducer Techniques Inc.).
Figure 2.10: Experimental setup used for SMA characterization
From the apparatus geometry, the relationship between encoder reading , θ,
and the arc radius, r, can be found using Equation (2.13).
(Lcosθ + x)2 + (Lsinθ + y − r)2 = r2 (2.13)
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Figure 2.11: Geometry of the experimental setup
2.4.2 Characterization of Annealed Flexinol R©
The SMA actuator used for annealing is a 0.508 mm diameter Flexinol R©. A
small furnace was used to anneal the SMA wire. The SMA wire was first deformed
into an arc shape and clamped down to the ceramic fixture using bolts to secure the
SMA wire. The bolts were placed such that the radius of curvature is near 15 mm.
We obtained a 15.64 mm radius of curvature and that corresponds to 0.01624 strain.
Heat treatment of the SMA takes about 40 minutes followed by forced convective
cooling with a fan for 10-15 minutes until the ceramic fixture cools down to room
temperature.
2.4.2.1 Finding Transformation Temperatures
To find the transformation temperatures for the heating cycle of SMA wire,
As and Af , and to measure the relationship between the strain in the SMA wire
and its temperature, the external stress on the SMA wire should be kept constant.
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When the SMA wire is straight, the radius of curvature is infinite. As the strain in
the SMA wire is computed from the radius of curvature, we analyze the motion from
θ= 0◦ (ǫ′ as shown in Figure 2.12). Initially, the SMA wire is at room temperature
in the straight configuration and as the wire is heated beyond As, the wire starts
to transform from the martensite phase to the austenite phase. The encoder starts
recording when the SMA wire contacts the pin. Above Af , the SMA wire recovers








SMA wire is straight
SMA goes back to 
unstrained arc shape
Figure 2.12: Temperature vs. strain relationship in the constitutive model
Four experiments were carried out to find the strain-temperature relation of
the SMA wire. A mini resistance temperature detector (RTD) (Alpha Technics ,
Inc.) was used to monitor the temperature of the SMA wire. To ensure good thermal
contact between the RTD sensor and the SMA wire, a thermally conductive paste
(Omegatherm 201) was used. To ensure quasistatic deformation, the temperature
of the SMA wire was increased incrementally in steps and it was maintained at each
intermediate temperature. Figure 2.13 shows the plot of encoder vs. temperature
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and Figure 2.14 shows the plot of temperature vs. strain along with the relationship
from the model using Equation 2.1. The transformation temperatures As and Af
were determined to be 31.5◦C and 54◦C, respectively. In the model, maximum strain
ǫL is modeled to be the strain when the SMA wire is deformed into a straight wire
and bending angle, α, is 0◦. The maximum strain is 0.01624 and that corresponds
to 1.564 cm radius of curvature.
Figure 2.13: Encoder readings
Figure 2.14: Temperature vs strain under no loading
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2.4.2.2 Finding Stress Influence Coefficient
Once the transformation temperatures are found, the next step is to find the
stress influence coefficient. Stress influence coefficient quantifies the effect of stress
on the phase transformation temperatures. Different external loadings can be ap-
plied to the SMA actuator by hanging a mass via the pulley. As the temperature of
the SMA wire increases, the location of the point k5, where the cable is connected to
the SMA actuator, changes. Let s be the distance between the origin (SMA fixer)
and point k5. For pure bending, the length of the wire remains unchanged and we
can thus find the location of point k5 using:
k5 = (r sinβ, r (1− cosβ)) (2.14)
where β = s/r. The force direction can be computed by drawing a line between
points k5 and k6. Figure 2.15 shows that the angle between the force vector and
the x-axis ranges between 84.74◦ and 90 ◦. Since sin(84.64◦)≈ 1, we can assume
that the force acting on point k5 is constant and hence characterize the SMA using
the maximum stress at point k5. Figure 2.16 shows the strain-temperature relation
of the SMA actuator under two different loadings. The As values for 30.91 MPa
and 40.85 MPa are 35◦C and 36◦C, respectively. The corresponding stress influence
coefficient, CA, can be calculated as 8.8 MPa/
◦C and 9 MPa/◦C . The average value
of CA = 8.9 MPa/
◦C is used.
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Figure 2.15: Change in the location of point k5
Figure 2.16: Temperature vs. strain under external loading
2.4.2.3 Testing Under Variable Loading
To investigate the behavior of the SMA wire and evaluate the model under
variable loading, we used the extension spring attached to the force sensor. As
the SMA actuator transforms into its original shape from its pre-strained straight
condition, it pulls the cable connected to the extension spring. The force exerted by
the spring can be recorded using the force sensor. Figure 2.17 shows that the external
stress can be modeled as a straight line for this experimental setup. Figure 2.18
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shows the strain in the SMA wire and the strain calculated using Tanaka’s model
with material constants CA= 8.9 MPa/
◦C, EM= 28 GPa and EA = 78 GPa.
Figure 2.17: External stress acting on the SMA wire
Figure 2.18: Strain-temperature relation under variable loading. For an SMA wire
with 2.1 cm length, the maximum modeling error is 3.67◦.
2.4.2.4 Finding the Relationship between Bending Angle and Strain
The bending (joint) angle is defined as the angle between consecutive links.
The geometric relation between the strain in the SMA wire and the corresponding
bending angle needs to be determined. To find this relation, two small links were
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attached at both ends of the SMA wire and markers were placed on the links. The
optical flow tracking algorithm was used to find the bending angle between the
links (Figure 2.19). Figure 2.20 shows the change in bending angle with the strain
that was calculated using Tanaka’s model at that temperature. The exponential
(R2 =0.9819) curve fit is given by:
α = 49.77 e−779.1ǫ + 17.82 e−142.8ǫ (2.15)
Figure 2.19: Change in bending angle as SMA wire is heated
Figure 2.20: Relation between strain and bending angle
2.4.3 Characterization of Drawn Nitinol
The SMA actuator is a 0.53 mm diameter drawn Nitinol (Memry, Inc.) wire.
The SMA wire was first deformed into an arc shape and clamped down to a ceramic
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fixture to keep it fixed during annealing. Heat treatment of the SMA takes about
40 minutes followed by quenching the SMA in a ice-water mixture. After the an-
nealing process is completed, the SMA actuator has one-way shape memory effect
and upon heating the SMA actuator above its transition temperature, the SMA
actuator can transform into the desired arc shape. The original arc shape has 1.37
cm radius of curvature and straight configuration corresponds to a 0.0195 (1.95%)
strain. To fully characterize the SMA wire, we need to find the transformation
temperatures, the stress influence coefficient and the elastic modulus of each phase.
These constants depend on the particular SMA wire used in the experiments and
the annealing parameters (annealing time and annealing temperature). Hence, they
need to be determined experimentally. The characterization of the SMA actuator
that is annealed from a drawn Nitinol is slightly different than the procedure for
characterizing annealed Flexinol. The drawn Nitinol does not exhibit shape mem-
ory effect prior to annealing and its mechanical, electrical and thermal properties
are completely unknown. During the experiments it was observed that the effect
of stress on the transformation temperatures is very small and it is hard to obtain
the stress influence coefficient from constant stress experiments. In other words, the
stress influence coefficient is large and the shift in the temperature-strain curve due
to applied stress is very small to get a reasonable estimate for the stress influence
coefficient. Therefore, a regression analysis was applied to obtain the parameters.
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Figure 2.21: Temperature vs. strain relationship for the SMA wire under no loading
2.4.3.1 Transformation Temperatures
To find the transformation temperatures of the heating cycle, As and Af , and
determine the relationship between the strain and temperature, the third variable,
stress, is kept constant. We follow the procedure described in Section 2.4.2.1. Four
experiments were carried out to find the strain-temperature relation of the SMA
wire. A RTD sensor was attached at the center of a 2.1 cm SMA wire where the
maximum deformation takes place. The RTD sensor was attached with the ther-
mally conductive paste to ensure good thermal contact between the sensor and the
SMA wire. The temperature of the SMA wire was increased in steps and main-
tained at each temperature to ensure quasistatic deformation. Figure 2.21 shows
the corresponding strain-temperature relation obtained using Equation (2.13) and
























Figure 2.22: External stress acting on the SMA wire as a function of temperature
2.4.3.2 SMA Parameters Related to Stress
To investigate the behavior of the SMA wire under variable loading and find
the stress related coefficients, variable loading was applied to the SMA wire using the
extension spring. As the SMA actuator transforms into its original shape, it pulls
the cable connected to the extension spring. The force exerted by the spring can be
recorded using the force sensor. During phase transformation, the location of the
point k
5
, where the cable is attached to the SMA, also changes. The angle between
the force vector and the x-axis ranges between 83.11◦ - 87.66◦. Since sin (83.11◦) ≈
1, we can assume that the force acting on point k
5
is perpendicular to the motion of
the SMA wire and we can hence characterize the SMA actuator using the maximum
stress at point k
5
corresponding to the layer under tension. Figure 2.22 shows that
the external stress can be modeled as a straight line for this setup.
The unknown parameters EA, EM and CA can be found by applying nonlinear
regression analysis using the experimental data for temperature, strain and stress.







Figure 2.23: Experimental setup used for the blocked force test
determined by EA and CA and different combinations of these parameters can fit
the strain-temperature data. For example, if CA is small, high EA values are required
to satisfy fit the experimental data. Therefore, we carried out a blocked force test to
find the upperbound on the elastic modulus in the austenite phase, EA. To estimate
EA, the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.23 was used to perform a blocked
force test. In the blocked force test, strain in the wire is kept constant (ǫ-ǫo=0) and
initially the SMA wire is in a stress free state(σ0 = 0) at room temperature (ξo = 1).
Using these conditions and neglecting the thermoelastic stress contribution, the
constitutive equation (Equation 2.4) simplifies to:
σ = −ǫLE(λ)(λ− 1) (2.16)
where ǫL is the maximum recoverable strain (ǫL = ǫo). At temperatures above Af ,
the SMA wire is in the austenite phase (λ = 0) and the constitutive equation further
simplifies to:
σ = ǫoEA (2.17)
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Figure 2.24: Force vs. temperature plot of the blocked force test
Figure 2.24 shows the change in the force generated by the SMA wire as temperature
of the wire increases. If we assume only pure bending and neglect the effect of shear
stresses in the SMA wire, we can model the stress in the SMA wire using beam
theory. For an SMA wire of length ℓ and area moment of inertia I, the maximum





Using Equation (2.17) and (2.18), the maximum value that EA can take is deter-
mined to be 132.34 GPa. It is difficult to know where exactly the SMA wire contacts
the pin that is attached to the force sensor. We assume that the force measured by
the force sensor is concentrated at the tip of the SMA wire and hence we overesti-
mate σmax (hence the maximum value EA can take). This experiment shows that EA
cannot be more than 132.34 GPa. To find the unknown parameters EA, EM and CA,
we used nonlinear curve-fitting approach using the least-squares method (lsqcurvefit
function in MATLAB). The lower-bound and upper-bound for the coefficients were
defined as:
[4, 20000, 60000] < [CA, EM , EA] < [50, 70000, 132340] (2.19)
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Figure 2.25: Temperature vs. strain relationship under variable loading. Maximum
modeling error is ǫerror = 0.001 and that corresponds to αerror = 1.16
◦.
The units for the parameters, EA, EM and CA, were defined as MPa, MPa and
MPa/◦C, respectively. For the lower-bounds, the parameters of other commercial
SMA wires were used which are known to be softer compared to the one that we
use. The algorithm converged to parameter values [30, 49960, 104720]. Figure 2.25
shows the strain in the SMA wire and the strain calculated with the parameters
that we found using lsqcurvefit.
If external stress is zero or known, the strain will only be a function of tem-
perature. The constitutive model enables us to find the corresponding strain at a
particular temperature.
2.4.3.3 Geometric Relations
To find the relationship between the bending angle and the arc angle, ϕ, the
same approach in Section 2.4.2.4 was applied. Two small links were attached at both
ends of the SMA wire and markers were placed on the links. The tracking algorithm
was used to find the bending angle between the links (Figure 2.26). Figure 2.27
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shows the relationship between the arc angle and bending angle. Corresponding
data points for arc angle were calculated by evaluating the Liang and Rogers’ model
using the temperature data points of the experiment. The polynomial curve fit
(R2 =0.99) is given by:
α = 0.0001372ϕ3 − 0.01077ϕ2 + 0.976ϕ+ 0.7839 (2.20)





For bending angles smaller than 20◦, the arc angle can be assumed to be equal to




Figure 2.26: Change in the bending angle as SMA wire is heated
2.5 Summary and Discussions
This chapter described the design and characterization of an arc-shaped SMA
actuator that can be used to generate joint torques. The radius of curvature of
the SMA actuator changes during phase transformation. The constitutive model of
the SMA for uniaxial loading was applied to the arc-shaped SMA actuator and it
was demonstrated that the model can also be used to predict the behavior of the
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Figure 2.27: Relationship between the bending angle and the arc angle
SMA for bending. The experiments show that the strain of the SMA actuator can
be reliably measured by monitoring the temperature of the SMA actuator. This
implies that the temperature of the SMA actuator can be used as a feedback to
control the strain of the actuator. A characterization procedure was developed to
find the parameters of the SMA actuator that are used in the constitutive model.
There are important points to be considered and need further exploration.
When the SMA is subjected to external loading in the austenite phase and the
stress exceeds the critical stress at which stress-induced martensite occurs, phase
transformation from austenite to martensite can be induced. Tanaka’s model and
Liang and Rogers’ model neglect the stress-induced martensite. For our application
the external stress, σ, is a function of the strain, ǫ. As the bending angle increases
the cannula displaces tissue and correspondingly the external stress acting on the
cannula increases. Above Af , the material is in the austenite phase, which is a stable
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state at zero stress. Regardless of the extent of loading, at the end of unloading,
the material regains the austenite phase. Once the desired angle is reached, there
is no more tissue deformation and the only external stress acting on the SMA is
the external stress due to tissue relaxation. We have not performed any studies
to measure the tissue relaxation forces, hence it is not known whether the tissue
relaxation forces can induce stress-induced martensite. It is reported that the tissue
relaxation forces settles down to around half of the maximum force generated during
deformation. For example, this value corresponds to approximately 1 N for porcine
liver [60]. Any stress-induced martensite formed during the actuation due to tissue
deformation (if the critical stress is exceeded) returns back to the austenite phase (as
long as the stress due to the tissue relaxation is not above the critical stress). Using
Brinson’s model, the stress-induced martensite can be incorporated into the model.
In this model, the martensite volume fraction is divided into two parts: temperature-
induced martensite and stress-induced martensite. To use this model σcrs and σf
cr
need to be determined. For straight annealed SMA wires these parameters can be
determined from a tensile test. For the arc-shaped SMA actuator it is hard to obtain
a stress-strain curve. Using our experimental setup a constant or variable stress can
be applied at a particular location on the SMA. However, in order to obtain a stress
strain curve, the loading should be controlled. The stress generated in the SMA
should be along the original deformation plane so that SMA preserves the arc-shape
and does not deformed in the arbitrary loading direction.
During annealing trials, it was observed that the SMA wires that are annealed
in the straight configuration and the arc shaped configuration do not have the same
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Figure 2.28: Shape change of the SMA depending on the current flow direction
transformation temperatures. They also have different Young’s modulus. The drawn
Nitinol is a straight wire and for annealing the arc-shaped SMA wire is deformed
into an arc shaped and constrained using bolts. Hence, it is under more stress
compared to the wires that are annealed in the straight configuration. This might
be one of the possible reasons for the variation of the material properties. This
implies that one cannot do a tensile test on straight annealed SMA wires that are
annealed under the same conditions and use its parameters. Once these critical
stress values are determined, stress-induced martensite can be incorporated into the
model. Brinson’s model represents the shape memory effect from martensite as well
as pseudoelasticity and the shape memory effect from austenite [55]. However, this
model satisfies the conditions when only the stress increases or only the temperature
decreases. In the case of simultaneous change of temperature and stress, this model
also needs to be modified.
In our approach, the SMA was modeled using the maximum stress value at
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the top layer under tension. Bending is quite different then pure tension. During
bending top layer of SMA is under tension while bottom layer is under compression
or vice versa. Locally the change in strain (radius of curvature) fits the model well.
Each layer of SMA contributes to the total bending angle. Experiments showed
that the bending angle is not the same as the arc angle as oppose to what one
would expect using the geometrical relations. Hence, the relationship between the
arc-shape and bending angle was found. A better way of characterizing the SMA
actuator is to measure the strain locally at multiple locations. Another interesting
observation is that the direction of current flow effects the shape change. Figure
2.28 shows the shape change of the SMA actuator at different direction of current
flow. This could be due to resistive heating. It is important to use the same current
flow direction for all the SMA actuators of the cannula.
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Chapter 3: PWM-BASED CONTROL OF SMA
3.1 Motivation and Related Work
The behavior and the properties of SMA depend on the temperature and the
stress acting on it. Phase transformation, heat transfer and changes in stress and
temperature of the SMA material are highly nonlinear. These nonlinear character-
istics present difficulties in designing control systems to control the SMA actuators.
Most of the work on SMA modeling and control has concentrated on straight an-
nealed SMA wires and springs whereby the phase transformation results in linear
motion. The general approach to controlling the SMA is to directly measure the
position of the SMA actuator and use a bias spring or a linear actuator to apply
forces on the SMA actuator during cooling for recovery [61–64]. The strain and the
force measurements are then fed back to the control loop to generate control inputs
using the proposed controllers. (See [65] and [66] for a review of different linear and
nonlinear control strategies). Tracking a desired trajectory is more difficult than
controlling the position of the SMA actuator due to the nonlinear nature of the
SMA. When SMA is used as an actuator in a compact device, actuating the SMA
actuator becomes a further challenge. Direct measurement of strain and controlling
the forces acting on the SMA become impractical.
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Electrical resistance of the SMA wire changes during phase transformation
and it can be used as a feedback to control the position of the SMA actuator. This
is an attractive approach since the electrical resistance is an internal parameter and
its measurement does not require an additional sensor. However, SMA has a low
resistance and most of the work that implement resistance feedback use 22-100cm
length SMA wires [62,67–69] or multiple SMA wires that are connected in series to
increase resistance of the SMA wire [70]. During phase transformation the resistance
change of a 2.1cm SMA wire that is annealed in our laboratory is approximately
0.02 Ω. A sensitive hardware capable of measuring multiple significant digits may be
used to measure the resistance variation during phase transformation. However, this
is not possible based on the available hardware in our laboratory. Hence, resistance
change has poor resolution and is not a suitable strategy for using in feedback
control.
Temperature feedback presents a powerful approach to control the strain in
the SMA wire using the constitutive model of the SMA. The constitutive model
describes the relationship between the stress, strain and the temperature of the
SMA actuator [53–55]. Temperature feedback can be used with a PWM controller
for SMA actuation. PWM is an efficient way to actuate the SMA [71,72] and can be
used to control the temperature of the SMA wire along with a linear compensator
such as PI, PD, or PID. SMA is a natural low pass filter and is not disturbed by
the switching of the input power. PWM can be easily implemented using hardware
or software and it is robust to external disturbances. PWM also enables multiple
SMA actuation simultaneously using a single power supply [46,73].
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To control the position of the cannula, a combined image-guided control and
a model-based temperature feedback control is proposed. The main feedback is
image-based as the cannula will be steered with image guidance in a MRI, CT, or
ultrasound imaging environment. The image-based feedback controller treats the
SMA as a black box since the bending angle is directly measured. When the image
feedback from the imaging modality is not optimal, the controller can switch to
the temperature feedback controller. In this combined approach, the bending an-
gle (strain) is measured by the imaging modality and the temperature is measured
using the temperature sensor. In temperature feedback approach, only the heating
cycle of the SMA is used. When one of the actuators is actuated the other one is
naturally deformed. If the bending direction needs to be reversed, the controller
switches to the antagonistic SMA actuator once the actuated SMA wire is cooled to
the martensite phase. This approach increases the execution time of a joint trajec-
tory. However, there is no need to model the hysteresis loop in this approach and
this simplifies the control problem. Additionally in trajectory planning, repeated
switching between antagonistic actuators is not desirable since that increases the
temperature of the two SMA actuators which in return increases the elastic mod-
ulus. The elastic modulus of the high temperature austenite phase is 1.5-2 times
higher than that in the martensite. Therefore, the actuated SMA wire also needs
to overcome the high mechanical resistance of the unactuated SMA wire. This is
not energy efficient and should be avoided. Minimum number of switching between
the actuators can be given as a constraint in trajectory planning, hence switching
between the actuators can be minimized. If the external stress is known, the strain
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of SMA is only a function of its temperature.
3.2 Implementation of PWM-based Controllers
PWM was implemented with a switching circuit. Sensoray 626 DAQ card
(Sensoray, Co. Inc) generates a digital on/off signal to control the solid state relays
(SSRs). The maximum turn on time of the SSR is 50µs and the maximum turn-off
time is 300µs. The discrete on/off control signal converts the continuous current
into an equivalent PWM output signal. The heating time of the SMA wire, ∆t,
in a heating period, P, is computed using the desired control law. The duty cycle
is ∆t/P . During the interval ∆t, the switch for the selected SMA wire is closed
and current is supplied for ∆t milliseconds. Once the interval is over, the switch
is opened until the end of the period. The controller can switch to other SMA
wires once the heating time of the actuated SMA wire is completed. Therefore,
multiple SMA wires can be actuated in the same period. For example, when a
PWM controller with a proportional compensator (PWM-P) is used, the control
law for the heating time ∆t can be computed as:
∆t = Kpe
e = xd − x (3.1)
where xd is the desired temperature or bending angle and x is the current value of
the controlled variable. If PWM is used with a PI compensator (PWM-PI), then





The proportional gain, Kp, and the integral gain, Ki, can be tuned to adjust the
system performance. Heating period, P, should be long enough to supply enough
current to heat the SMA actuator while compensating for the heat loss. It should not
be too long that there is substantial temperature drop in the other SMA actuators.
Typical values for P can be selected between 100ms to 1s.
3.3 PWM-based Nonlinear PID (NPID) Controller
Tracking a desired trajectory is more challenging than controlling just the
position of the SMA actuator since the desired path is continuously changing. Con-
sequently, tracking the desired strain or controlling the corresponding temperature
trajectory is a challenging task. Constant gain controllers result in high errors as
the temperature of the SMA wire increases due to increased heat loss and nonlinear
dynamics of the SMA actuator. Shameli et al. added a cubic term to PID and
proposed PID-P 3 to reduce the settling time and overshoot of the SMA [74]. For
a small error, the cubic term vanishes and the controller works as a regular PID
controller. Rahman et al. introduced the NPID controller that has a quadratic and
a cubic term [75]. When the error is small, the cubic term tends to vanish but the
quadratic term still produces a nonlinear control effort.
Heat loss to the environment increases as the temperature of the SMA wire
is increased. Thus, at a higher temperature it takes more power to compensate for
the same error. It is important to investigate the heat loss and the relation between
the supplied power to the SMA wire and the corresponding maximum temperature
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that can be reached.
A PWM-based nonlinear PID controller with a feed-forward heat transfer
model is proposed to utilize temperature feedback for tracking a desired temper-
ature trajectory. A NPID controller with a feed-forward term given by Equation
(3.3) can be used to calculate the required heating time of the SMA actuator. ∆th is
the feed-forward term and it represents the minimum heating time that is required
to reach a desired temperature. To find this parameter the relation between the
duty cycle of the PWM controller and the corresponding maximum temperature
that can be achieved needs to be modeled. The feed-forward term compensates for
the heat loss. The integrator is adaptive and depends on the desired temperature





2 + e3) + ∆th (3.3)
In Equation (3.3) Kp, KD, KI and KT are the coefficients of the PID controller and
e is defined as the difference between the desired and the current temperature of
the SMA wire. Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the controller. The blocks
that are inside the dashed line were implemented in software. The PWM signal was
implemented in the software. The algorithm runs on Windows XP at 500 Hz to
obtain high resolution PWM signal.
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Figure 3.1: The block diagram of the proposed PWM based NPID controller
3.3.1 Thermal Modeling
The heat transfer properties of the SMA need to be determined to find the
relation between the current supplied to the SMA and the temperature of the SMA.
Heat transfer equation of SMA is commonly defined in terms of input power to
the SMA, and it depends on the specific heat and the convection coefficient of the
SMA [61, 69, 76]. Digital signal calorimetry (DSC) measurement is required to find
the specific heat of the SMA. The convection heat transfer coefficient is commonly
calculated using the empirical relationship for heat transfer over a horizontal or
vertical cylinder based on the configuration of the SMA wire [77–79]. The shape
of the arc-shaped SMA actuator changes during phase transformation and a fixed
cylindrical geometry assumption cannot be used as in straight SMA wires. Hence,
we carry out an empirical approach. Bhattacharyya et al. [80] and Senthilkumar et
al. [81] showed that temperature-current relation of SMA can be represented with
an empirical relation:





where I is the current supplied to the SMA, R is the electrical resistance of the
SMA, a1 and a2 are the parameters to be determined through experiments. The
resistance change of the SMA actuator during phase transformation is less than
0.1 Ω and it is assumed to be constant. The term 1
a2
is the time constant and a1
a2
IR
represents the steady-state value. The temperature-current relationship depends on
the SMA material used and the dimensions of the SMA actuator. Therefore, the
constants a1 and a2 are also material dependent. To model the relationship between
the temperature and the current supplied to the SMA actuator, different current
inputs were applied to the SMA wire. To ensure good thermal contact between the
RTD sensor and the SMA wire, a thermally conductive paste is used. Figure 3.2
shows the temperature profiles obtained from the experiments. The parameter a2
in Equation (3.4) was set to 0.047 and the steady-state temperature values obtained
from the experiments were compared to the steady-state term in Equation (3.4).
The parameter a1 can be determined by a linear relation in I as:
a1 = 49.1I + 18.6 (3.5)
PWM has a high energy density. PWM results in a faster response and a higher
steady-state temperature compared to continuously supplying the average current
value. For instance, a 2A PWM signal with 50% duty cycle results in a faster re-
sponse and a higher steady-state temperature compared to continuously supplying
1A. Figure 3.3 shows the temperature profiles for different period and heating time
values for 2A current. Period values between 50ms - 500ms were tested. A smaller
period value may lead to system instability and a high value may result in tem-
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Figure 3.2: Temperature profiles for different current inputs. Solid lines represent
the temperature profiles obtained using the empirical model.
perature drop when the current is off. The effect of period, P, can be neglected in
this range and only the duty cycle ∆t
P
is important. This implies that if more than
one SMA wire needs to be actuated, a longer period can be selected to monitor all
the wires in the same period. A relation similar to Equation 3.4 can be defined to




























Figure 3.3: Comparison of different pulse widths and duty cycles
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obtain the temperature profile using PWM:










The difference between Equation 3.4 and 3.6 is the addition of the (∆t
P
I) term which
represents the PWM signal. Figure 3.4 shows the temperature profiles for different
current inputs and heating times for P=200 ms. Using R=0.35 Ω and setting
a2=0.047, a1 values were obtained by setting the steady state parameter equal to








A linear relationship can be obtained for a1 as in Equation (3.5) if a constant current
is used. Based on the open loop experiments in Figure 3.4, a relation between the
PWM parameter (∆t
P
I2) and the maximum temperature that can be reached is
obtained. The maximum temperature increase that can be achieved is defined as
∆T = (Tss − T∞) where T∞ is the ambient temperature and Tss is the steady state
temperature. Tss values for different PWM input parameters can be obtained from
Figure 11. If PWM input parameter is plotted versus ∆T , the trend is linear. Figure
3.5 shows the relation between the desired increase in temperature, ∆T , and the
PWM input parameter. The temperature change is used instead of the final steady-
state temperature since the ambient temperature, T∞, might be different for each
experiment. The linear fit given by Equation (3.8) was obtained from Figure 3.5
and it is used to determine the minimum heating time, ∆th, that is required to reach
the desired temperature. For each sample of the desired temperature trajectory, T d,
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∆T is calculated by replacing Tss with T
d. Then, the corresponding ∆th is obtained
using Equation (3.8).


































Figure 3.4: Temperature profiles were obtained for different pulse width and current
values for P=200 ms. Solid lines represent the temperature profiles obtained using
the empirical model.





















= 0.05515∆T − 0.16978 (3.8)
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3.3.2 Implementation Of PWM-based NPID Controller
The parameters of the controller were set toKp=55,KD=45000,KI=0.0001T
d,
KT=700. The following conditions were implemented in the algorithm:
1. Until the temperature of the SMA actuator is within 1◦C of the initial value of
the desired temperature trajectory, the integral term (KI(T
d)
∫
e) is not used.
2. The minimum pulse width is limited by the heat transfer model : ∆tmin = ∆th
3. The maximum pulse width is limited to ∆tmax = ∆tmin+20
4. Initially, the pulse width calculated using the heat transfer model is used
to heat up the actuator until the temperature is within 2◦C of the desired
temperature:∆t = ∆th if e > 2
◦C
5. The pulse width is set to 0.2 times the minimum pulse width if there is an
overshoot (rather than turning the current off):∆t = 0.2∆th if e < 0
◦C
Initially heating the SMA wire with a duty cycle calculated using Equation (3.8)
prevents overheating. It also limits the strain rate. A high strain rate causes internal
heating and increases the temperature of the SMA wire reducing the reliability of
the constitutive model. The quasistatic loading rate can be assumed to be 0.0005
s−1 [79]. To satisfy quasistatic loading 0.0195 strain (straight configuration to max-
imum curvature) should be recovered in more than 39 seconds. This corresponds
to approximately 1.6 ◦Cs−1. Note that the response time of the SMA actuator can
be substantially increased. Fast response is not a crucial requirement for a surgical
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procedure and high strain rates corresponds to a quick deformation and tearing of
the tissue. Hence, this is not desirable. If a faster response is required, the effect
of strain rate on the temperature needs to be taken into account in the constitu-
tive model [79]. The feed-forward term determines the minimum and the maximum
heating times for a desired temperature. This is similar to variable structure con-
trol [82]. The desired temperature controls the sliding surface and the boundary
layer is determined by ∆th. When the initial value for the desired temperature
profile is much higher than the temperature of the SMA wire, the integral term
accumulates until the temperature of the wire reaches the desired value. This ini-
tial heating period results in overshoot due to large values in the integral term.
Therefore, the integral term is not used until the temperature of the SMA actuator
reaches the initial value of the temperature profile. The feed-forward term is used
to guarantee that the temperature of the SMA actuator reaches within a close range
of the desired temperature. When the desired temperature is updated, initially the
error is large. Setting a limit to the maximum pulse width limits the initial rate
of temperature increase. When the temperature of the SMA actuator exceeds the
desired temperature, the current is not shut-off completely. Stopping the current
flow results in sudden temperature drop and causes chattering in the control sig-
nal [83]. The minimum current supplied to the SMA actuator should be low enough
to let the SMA wire cool down but high enough to compensate for the heat loss
and prevent sudden temperature drop. The limits for the minimum and maximum
pulse width are defined as a function of ∆th since heat loss increases with increasing
temperature. The gains of the NPID controller were selected by trial and error.
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To evaluate the performance of the controller a step-wise input was given as
a reference. Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the controller in tracking the
reference. Figure 3.7 shows the error in temperature tracking. The RMS steady-
state error is 0.0551◦ C. The errors were calculated in the intervals between the
time at which SMA actuator reached the desired temperature and the time a new
command was sent.
























Figure 3.6: Step-wise temperature references and the temperature change of the
SMA





















Figure 3.7: Temperature tracking error for the step-wise temperature trajectory
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Tracking a continuous trajectory increases the complexity of the system, since
the desired path is continuously changing. Tracking of continuous temperature
profiles can be achieved by sampling the desired temperature trajectories. Figure
3.8 shows a 6th and a 7th order polynomial reference. The desired temperature is
sampled at 2 second intervals. Phase transformation of SMA is a heat driven process
and the response of the SMA actuator is slow. For 1◦C increase, the response time of
the SMA actuator is approximately 2 seconds. Using a higher sampling rate for the
reference signal may be preferable, but it is not required. The RMS errors for the
6th and 7th order polynomial trajectories are 0.1472◦C and 0.1262◦C, respectively.
The controller shows great performance and it can not only track step inputs but
also continuous trajectories.
Figure 3.8: Continuous polynomial references and the temperature change of the
SMA
Two different experiments were carried out to evaluate the strain using the
constitutive model. The experimental setup described in Section 2.4.1 was used to
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measure the strain. Figure 3.9 shows a step-wise reference temperature command
and the temperature of the SMA actuator. Figure 3.10 shows the change in strain
of the SMA actuator and the strain predicted by the constitutive model. A 7th
order polynomial temperature reference was also applied and Figure 3.11 shows the
change of temperature. The change in strain of the SMA actuator is given in Figure
3.12. The RMS errors for the strain trajectories in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 are
3.4479 × 10−4 and 2.3455 × 10−4, respectively. A continuous temperature profile
results in a smooth change in strain and this is essential for accurate trajectory
tracking.
























Figure 3.9: Step-wise reference temperature and the change in temperature of the
SMA
3.4 Summary and Discussions
PWM is an effective method for SMA actuation. A linear or nonlinear com-
pensator can be incorporated into the PWM to develop PWM-based controllers.
To control the position of the cannula, a combined image-guided control and a
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Figure 3.10: The change in strain in the SMA and the strain predicted by the model
for a step-wise temperature reference
model-based temperature feedback control was proposed. This chapter discussed
a PWM-based NPID controller for temperature feedback and its implementation.
A feed-forward heat transfer model was added to the controller to compensate for
the heat loss. The results show that the PWM-based NPID controller is effective
in tracking complex temperature trajectories which enables using temperature feed-
back with the constitutive model of the SMA to control the strain of the SMA
actuator. The constitutive model of the SMA relates a desired strain trajectory to a
corresponding temperature trajectory. Through experiments it was shown that the
strain predicted by the model matches with the experimental results. By control-
ling the temperature of the SMA actuator the change in radius of curvature (thus
the strain) can be controlled. Using the proposed controller a desired temperature
trajectory can be executed by sampling the temperature values from the desired
temperature trajectory. Continuous temperature trajectories can be approximated
and smooth strain trajectories can be obtained when the strain rate is limited. In
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Figure 3.11: A continuous temperature reference and the change in temperature of
the SMA













Figure 3.12: The change in strain of the SMA and the strain predicted by the model
for a continuous temperature reference
our application, the controller switches to the antagonistic SMA actuator once the
actuated SMA wire cools down to the martensite phase. Therefore, the controller is
used for the heating phase. This may be a limitation for applications that require
fast switching between actuators without waiting for the actuated SMA actuator to
cool down to the martensite phase. In the subsequent section, the application of the
PWM-based controllers to control the SMA actuators using temperature feedback
and image feedback are demonstrated.
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Chapter 4: DISCRETELY ACTUATED STEERABLE CANNULA
This chapter describes the design and development stages of the discretely
actuated steerable cannula, and its evaluation through experiments. The steering
capability of the cannula was demonstrated in a tissue phantom made of gelatin.
An OCT probe was integrated into the cannula for microscale imaging. The results
of an OCT imaging experiments demonstrate that the cannula can be used as a
delivery mechanism for diagnostic tools. Multiple joint actuation was demonstrated
using PWM-based temperature feedback control. A PWM-based motion control
method with image feedback was also implemented to execute desired joint angle
trajectories.
4.1 Prototype I: Steerable Probe with SMA Actuators
The first prototype demonstrates the proof-of-concept of the discretely actu-
ated steerable cannula. The feasibility of using the cannula inside soft-tissue was
investigated by an experiment inside a tissue phantom that requires substantial
amount of force for steering. There is only one SMA actuator at each joint, and
hence the bending is one-directional.
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4.1.1 Design of Prototype I
The probe is composed of several discrete segments made of stainless steel
connected by a short, flexible and electrically non-conducting annulus. The con-
necting annulus is flexible but sufficiently rigid (hence semi-flexible) to transmit
axial forces along the length and prevent bending due to insertion into soft-tissue.
The SMA actuator was attached on the outer surface of the two parts and forms
a connection between the two separate pieces of the probe connected by an elec-
trically non-conductive material. The SMA actuators are Flexinol R© and they were
shape-setted in an arc shape. The annealing was done at 520◦C for 15-20 minutes
followed by forced convective cooling with a fan for 10-15 minutes.
The SMA actuators on the outer surface of the probe enable bending of the
probe when the SMA is actuated. Since SMA is used primarily for actuation, it
is necessary that the two ends of the SMA wire are not connected to the same
metallic component otherwise no actuation will result. Hence, the purpose of the
intermediate material (semi-flexible annulus structure shown in Figure 4.1) is to
ensure that the SMA actuation will take place and correspondingly result in the
bending of the probe locally, which will allow the user to steer the probe to the
appropriate target location. Figure 4.2 shows the components on the actual 2-
DOF discretely actuated steerable probe controlled via temperature feedback using
the thermocouples on the outer surface of the probe along with the SMA actuators.
In this design, the outer diameter of the probe is 2.8 mm. Figure 4.3 shows a 2-DOF
probe after all the components were assembled.
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SMA actuators Power cables
Figure 4.2: Components of the discretely actuated steerable probe
4.1.2 Evaluation of Prototype I
The goals of the experiments presented in this section are to demonstrate
the use of PWM based temperature controller for multiple joint actuation and to
show that the SMA actuators can generate substantial forces for steering in a tissue
phantom. In the first experiment, PWM-P based temperature controller was used
to control the temperature of the SMA actuators. The details of the PWM-P tem-
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Figure 4.3: An actual 2-DOF discretely actuated steerable probe
perature controller that was used in this experiment is described in [73]. The duty
cycle and the period are variable. Both SMA actuators were heated up to 50◦C. A 2
A power supply was used to generate the PWM signal. The experiment was stopped
after temperature of both joints reached steady state. Figure 4.4 shows the temper-
ature profile and the resulting PWM control inputs. Both wires reached steady state
at 50◦C. Both joints were successfully actuated using PWM as shown in Figure 4.5.
The second experiment was carried out inside gelatin to mimic the motion in soft-
tissue. Three packs of Knox Gelatine (Kraft Foods Inc.) were dissolved in a cold
water inside a 200 mL cup. Two cups of boiling water were added to the mixture
and kept inside the refrigerator until it was fully hardened. Probe was inserted into
the gelatin by hand and both SMA wires were simultaneously actuated. PWM-P
based temperature control was used to obtain bending along the probe. Figure 4.6
shows the cannula after actuation inside the gelatin. This experiment shows that
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Figure 4.4: Temperature profile and PWM control signal for PWM-P based tem-
perature controller
Figure 4.5: Shape of the probe after actuation
SMA wires can generate considerable amount of force to steer inside gelatin. During
the experiments it has been noticed that the insulating sheath constrains the SMA
during actuation and therefore limits the maximum achievable bending angle.
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of the steerable probe actuated in gelatin
4.2 Prototype II: Integration of Imaging Window
The discretely actuated steerable cannula can be potentially used to deliver
diagnostic and therapeutic tools through the hollow inner core of the cannula. For
instance, the cannula can aid in diagnosis with the use of an OCT probe. An imaging
window was added to perform microscale imaging with a side-viewing OCT probe.
This section has multiple experiments to evaluate the cannula. It was demonstrated
that the PWM-based controller can be used with image feedback to control the
bending angle. A stereo camera was used for image feedback for demonstration
only and in a practical scenario images will be obtained from the imaging modality.
PWM-based image feedback was also demonstrated in an experiment inside gelatin.
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4.2.1 Design of Prototype II
The straight segments have a 1.4 mm inner diameter (ID) and a 1.65 mm
outer diameter (OD). The length of each segment from the base to the tip is 6.05
cm, 4.05 cm and 3.05 cm, respectively. There is 1 mm clearance between the adjacent
links to prevent short-circuit. The sheath annulus structure and the SMA actuators
that join the straight segments are rigid enough to prevent substantial bending
during insertion into the soft tissue. The SMA wires were attached mechanically
by crimping the wire at the tips via use of stainless steel rings. Enamel-coated
wires were wrapped around the tip of the SMA wires for electrical connection.
Thermocouples were replaced with resistance temperature detectors (RTD) due to
their smaller size. After the assembly, the cannula has 1.4 mm ID and 3 mm overall
OD. The prototype is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: The 2-DOF cannula prototype with an imaging window
4.2.2 PWM-based Image Feedback Controller
A Micron Tracker camera system (Claron Technologies Inc.) was used for
stereo imaging. To find the pose of the cannula, six markers were placed on the
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2-DOF prototype. There are two markers on each segment. A tracking algorithm
was implemented using a pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm [84] and
OpenCV libraries. OpenCV is a library of programming functions that enable real-
time image processing [85]. The optical flow algorithm uses sum-of-squared intensity
differences as measurements to minimize the errors for each tracking and works with
sub-pixel accuracy [86]. To register the initial configuration, six markers were clicked
on the screen via a mouse on the images acquired from the left and right cameras
at 15 fps. The 3D locations of the markers were calculated by triangulating the 2D
location of the markers on left and right images. The pixel coordinates were then
transformed into camera coordinates. A vector was drawn using the location of the
two markers on each segment (Figure 4.8) and the bending angle at each joint was
calculated by finding the angle, αi (i = 1, 2), between the vectors drawn on the
connected segments.
Figure 4.8: Six markers were placed on the cannula for tracking the configuration.
Using the Micron Tracker camera system and the tracking algorithm, the dif-
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ference between the desired angle and the current angle were updated at each frame.
The position error for the first and second joint were calculated using the stereo im-
age couples and the corresponding heating times ∆t1 and ∆t2 values were updated.
Both links were actuated up to 11◦. The period, P, was chosen as 500 ms and the
controller stopped sending control signal when the error was less than 0.5◦. The
change of bending angle and the corresponding PWM command signal are shown
in Figure 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.



























Figure 4.9: Bending angle vs. time for the cannula
Figure 4.10: PWM command signals for the two SMA wires
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4.2.3 Testing of the PWM-based Image Feedback Inside Gelatin
The motion of the cannula was evaluated in a phantom of Knox Gelatine
using the PWM-P based image feedback controller. Three packets of gelatin were
dissolved in cold water inside a 200 ml cup. Two cups of boiling water were added to
the mixture, which was kept inside a refrigerator until it was fully hardened. During
the experiments, the gelatin was maintained at 15◦C. A small hole was drilled on
the side of the container and the cannula was clamped between two steel blocks to
keep it fixed during the experiment. The controller stopped sending control signals
when the error was less than 1◦.























Figure 4.11: Change of bending angle inside translucent gelatin
Initially, the first joint was actuated to 15◦ and then the desired angle was
incremented by 1◦ up to 20◦. The change in bending angle with time is shown in
Figure 4.11. The initial actuation took relatively longer compared to actuation in
air (Figure 4.9) due to heat loss from the SMA wires to gelatin as the transition
temperature of the final SMA wire was substantially higher than the temperature of
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the gelatin (15◦C). The snapshots from the experiment are shown in Figure 4.12. It is
clear from this experiment that the SMA actuator at the joint can exert substantial
force to bend inside a medium where a significant force is required to move the
medium around.
Figure 4.12: The cannula moving inside the gelatin
4.2.4 Strain-Temperature Relationship
PWM-P based temperature feedback controller was used to control the tem-
perature of the SMA actuator. The bending angles were recorded using the stereo
camera and the tracking algorithm at different temperatures. The bending angle
was mapped to the arc angle using the relation between the bending angle and the
arc angle. Arc angle was then converted to the strain of the actuated SMA actuator
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using the geometrical relations for bending. The transformation temperatures As
and Af are 37
◦C and 68◦C, respectively. It was observed that the transformation
temperatures of the SMA actuator increases. The transformation temperatures As
and Af for Flexinol
R© were determined to be 31.5◦C and 54◦C, respectively. The
increase in the phase transformation temperatures As and Af are not the same.
This shows that the overall external stress generated by the sheath and the crimps
increases as the temperature and the bending angle increase. These effects will be
explored to model the external stress acting on the SMA actuators accurately.
Figure 4.13: Temperature vs. strain relationship of the prototype II
4.2.5 Testing of Maximum Force
To quantify the maximum force that can be generated by the SMA wires, we
used the experimental setup in Figure 4.14. The cannula and the force sensor were
fixed during the measurements. Thus, the SMA wire was kept at zero strain which
enabled us to measure the maximum force exerted, Fblock, at the joint. A continuous
1.9 A current was supplied to the SMA wire. All the prototypes we developed in
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our laboratory generated a maximum force of between 2.3-2.7 N at each joint.
Figure 4.14: The experimental setup used for force measurement
4.2.6 Application in Diagnosis
The imaging window and the hollow inner core of the cannula make it a poten-
tial guidance tool for a diagnostic application such as optical coherence tomography.
To demonstrate the use of the cannula as a delivery mechanism for diagnostic ap-
plications, an optical coherence tomography probe was integrated into the cannula
and in-situ microscale imaging was performed.
4.2.6.1 Optical Coherence Tomography Fundamentals
OCT is a new type of optical imaging modality. OCT performs high resolu-
tion, cross-sectional tomographic imaging of the internal microstructure in biological
tissues by measuring the echo time delay and magnitude of backscattered light [87].
OCT is just like ultrasound where sound waves are sent to the tissue and reflec-
tions of sound waves are collected to produce images of the inside of the body. In
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ultrasound imaging, sound echoes are measured, while OCT measures the echoes of
back-scattered light after passing through a sample. Ultrasound can provide imag-
ing depths of up to around 10 cm, due to the low attenuation of sound waves at
frequencies typically used in clinical applications (3MHz - 40MHz). Higher frequen-
cies can be used to achieve higher resolutions, but the attenuation of sound waves at
those frequencies is much higher which further limits the imaging depth. Confocal
microscopy is an optical imaging method with submicron resolution. The pene-
tration, however, due to optical scattering, is very poor. Optical scattering limits
imaging depth to a few hundred microns. OCT has enhanced scatter rejection of
out-of-focus light as compared to confocal microscopy. It is based on interference
and interferometry principle. It can be in time-domain or spectral-domain. OCT
has resolution around 1-15 µm (near that of histopathology) and a penetration
depth of around 2-3 mm in biological tissues. For instance, OCT has been shown
to provide real-time microscopic images up to 2 mm beneath the tissue surface on
excised human breast cancer samples [88, 89], and computational techniques have
been proposed to differentiate tissue types [90, 91]. The high-resolution imaging in
breast cancer enables detecting tumor margins and finding the local extension of the
disease. Furthermore, imaging of tissue can be performed in situ and in real-time
without the need to remove and process specimens as in histopathology. Since OCT
is based on fiber optics, it can be easily incorporated into needles and catheters.
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4.2.6.2 Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging Experiments
The feasibility of using the OCT-integrated cannula for tissue imaging was
tested on two different biological samples. The aim of the experiments presented
in this section is not to quantify the performance of the particular OCT probe,
but to verify the imaging capability of the cannula during bending since we are
interested in using the cannula to enable in situ imaging at the target location.
The experimental setup shown in Figure 4.15 consists of the biological sample, a
piezoelectric actuator, the OCT probe, the cannula, and a OCT reference arm.
The sample arm consists of a fiber-based probe (Figure 4.16). The tip of the OCT
probe consists of a gradient-index lens (GRIN) and a micro mirror to deflect the
beam. The transverse resolution is 15 µm. The actual OCT probe is shown in
Figure 4.17. The OCT interference signal returned from the sample and reference
arms was detected by a balanced photo detector and recorded with uniform optical
frequency. The OCT probe was actuated at the proximal end by the PZT actuator.
The actuator was also synchronized with image acquisition and operated at 14 fps.
Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was performed on the data to produce an axial
depth profile of the sample (A-line).
First, the cannula and the OCT system were tested on chicken breast. The
OCT probe was inserted into the cannula before insertion into soft tissue. A cur-
rent of 1.4 A was supplied to the first joint. The same procedure was carried out
inside porcine tissue as well. The images were recorded throughout the bending
process. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the microstructures of the chicken breast
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Figure 4.15: Experimental setup for the OCT system
Figure 4.16: Details of the OCT probe
Figure 4.17: The actual OCT probe
and the porcine tissue, respectively. The images are placed with increasing bending
angle from left to right, the first one showing the initial OCT image. The images of
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connective tissues in porcine tissue and the muscle fibers in chicken breast can be
clearly resolved by the imaging system before and during bending. As the bending
angle increases, the scanning range of the OCT probe in the imaging window be-
comes smaller and smaller and finally stops. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the
histogram of the four images for the chicken breast and porcine tissue OCT images,
respectively.
Figure 4.18: Microstructures of the chicken breast
Figure 4.19: Microstructures of the porcine tissue
The images are numbered from 1 to 4 from left to right. The histogram of the
images during bending indicates that the images have very similar contrast levels,
except the image corresponding to the seized probe (last images). When the probe
was stuck, the pixel values at different lateral positions were from the same A-scan
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and thus the image appeared as multiple straight lines. These straight lines increase
the histogram distribution on the high intensity portion. These results show that
the image quality is not affected by the bending of the cannula.
























Figure 4.20: Histogram of chicken breast OCT images























Figure 4.21: Histogram of porcine tissue OCT images
In our initial experiments, we were not able to see the cannula inside the
tissue, and we do not have any information about the angle at which the OCT
probe contacts the inner wall. In the second part of the experiments, we aimed to
quantify the angle at which this contact takes place. The Micron Tracker camera















Figure 4.22: The inner wall of the cannula, sheath and tape
the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm was used to track the markers
on the cannula. The bending angle was recorded during OCT imaging. A tape
was wrapped around the imaging window. Since the tape was only wrapped around
the imaging window, the markers were clearly detected. This setup enabled us to
measure the bending angle at which the scanning range of the OCT probe would
start to decrease. The inner wall of the cannula, sheath and tape can be clearly
seen in the OCT image (see Figure 4.22). OCT images at various angles are shown
in Figure 4.23.
As the bending angle increased, the OCT probe got closer to the inner wall
and the decrease in distance between the OCT probe and imaging window at larger
angles limits the field of view. The OCT probe contacts the inner wall at 8.334◦.
The PZT actuator also causes lateral vibration which becomes more apparent when
we look at the cannula’s inner wall in Figure 4.22. Note that the bending angle of
the OCT probe itself is only limited by the nitinol tubing that is used to protect the
probe from the environment. The maximum bending angle that can be achieved with
the OCT-integrated cannula, can be improved by incorporating a mechanism inside
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Figure 4.23: OCT images at various angles
the cannula that would hold the OCT probe in place during bending to prevent it
from contacting the inner wall. These experiments show that the discretely actuated
cannula is a promising guidance tool for OCT.
4.2.7 Discussions on Prototype I and II
There are some limitations of the Prototypes I and II. Since the straight seg-
ments are electrically conductive, only one SMA actuator can be used at each joint.
Once the SMA actuation is complete, the joint does not go back to the straight
configuration. The amount of the recovery depends on the tissue relaxation. A
maximum number of three segments can be used in this design due to conductive
segments. We connect negative (ground) connections in the middle link and the pos-
itive connections on the distal link and the proximal link. The prototypes presented
in the subsequent sections overcome these limitations.
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4.3 Prototype III: Antagonistic SMA Actuators
To overcome the limitation of unidirectional bending, the straight segments
should be non-metallic or the SMA actuators should be electrically insulated. One
way to isolate the SMA actuators is to coat the metallic tubes with a non-conductive
paint. Once the straight segments are electrically insulated, multiple SMA actuators
can be placed at each joint thereby enabling joint motion along multiple directions.
4.3.1 Design of Prototype III
Straight segments made of copper with 1.651 mm ID and 3.175 mm OD were
painted with high temperature enamel coating (Rust-Oleum, 260◦C) for electrical
insulation. The length of each section from the base to the tip is 3.81 cm, 3.81 cm and
2.54 cm, respectively. There are four slots along the length of each straight segment
and up to four SMA wires can be placed at each joint. The SMA actuator is a 0.53
mm diameter drawn Nitinol (Memry, Inc.) wire that is annealed in a customized
shape having an arc-shaped portion and straight portions for attachment. This
shape enables us to secure the SMA wire using the straight annealed part and
prevent undesirable stress inside the slots, which can degrade the performance at
each joint. The effective bending portion of the wire has 1.37 cm radius of curvature
(same as in Section 2.4.3.) and its length is determined by the distance between the
two consecutive links. In this prototype, the bending angle ranges between ± 21◦.
There is 5 mm clearance between two consecutive links to prevent overconstraining
the SMA actuators.
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Figure 4.24: At each joint there are two SMA actuators and 1 DOF. The markers
were attached on the outer surface for tracking the pose of the cannula.
Initially, both SMA wires were deformed into straight wires for the assembly
of the cannula. SMA wires were embedded inside the slots on the outer surface of
the links and secured inside the slots via use of a epoxy (Loctite 1324007 Epoxy).
The joints were also covered with non-conductive rubber sheath for heat isolation.
For electrical connection, enamel coated wires were used and attached on the SMA
wire using silver filled conductive epoxy. Mini RTD sensors were used as tempera-
ture sensors. RTD sensors were attached to the SMA actuators using a heat shrink
tube. The cannula is shown in Figure 4.24. The schematic in Figure 4.25 demon-
strates the components of the cannula. The hollow inner core design of the cannula
enables the introduction of both diagnostic and therapeutic tools. The cannula was
not optimized for a specific application. However, the dimensions of the cannula
are scalable and can be adjusted depending on the medical application. Fig. 4.26
demonstrates the antagonistic SMA actuation at each joint. When the actuated














Figure 4.26: Progression of back and forth joint motion - Solid line corresponds to
the actuated SMA actuator and dashed line corresponds to the unactuated SMA
actuator.
4.3.2 Strain-Temperature Relationship
The procedure described in Section 4.2.4 was applied to the prototype III to
obtain strain-temperature relationship of the cannula. The joint angle was started
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from -21◦ and at this position the heated SMA wire has maximum strain. Upon
actuation it recovers the strain and reaches maximum joint limit in the positive
direction. Figure 4.27 shows the change in strain with temperature.















Figure 4.27: Temperature vs. strain relationship for the prototype III
The transformation temperatures As and Af of the annealed drawn Nitinol
were determined as 29.5◦C and 58.5◦C, respectively. After the assembly, the SMA
actuator starts to bend at a higher temperature compared to the bare SMA wire be-
cause of the joint constraint and the soft sheath enveloping the joint. The transition
temperatures As and Af were determined to be 31.5
◦C and 64.5◦C. Similar to the
results in strain-temperature relationship of prototype II, the shift in transformation
temperatures As and Af are not the same. The overall external stress generated
by the antagonistic SMA wire and the sheath increases as the temperature and the
bending angle increase. These effects will be explored to model the external stress
acting on the SMA actuators accurately.
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4.3.3 Discussions on Prototype III
Antagonistic actuators of prototype III are a major improvement over the pre-
vious prototypes. Due to the antagonistic configuration of the SMA actuators, the
unactuated SMA actuator is naturally deformed by the actuated SMA actuator. To
reverse the bending direction, the unactuated SMA actuator (that was deformed
naturally by the actuated SMA actuator) can be actuated. Up to four SMA actua-
tors can be placed at each joint. By placing the SMA actuators at parallel planes on
consecutive joints 2-D motion can be achieved, whereas placing the SMA actuators
at orthogonal planes on consecutive joints enables motion in 3-D. There are two ar-
eas that need improvement. The first one is the attachment of the RTD sensor. The
RTD sensor is attached to the SMA actuator using heat shrink tubing. The heat
shrink tubing envelopes the SMA and the RTD sensor. Its length is much shorter
than the length of the effective bending section of the SMA. The RTD sensor some-
times comes off during actuation. Gluing the RTD sensor is not recommended since
it would make the sensor dysfunctional. The second area that needs improvement is
the coating of the straight segments. Spray-painting the straight segments is messy
and covering the entire surface uniformly is difficult.
4.4 Prototype IV: Nonmetallic Segments
Using non-metallic segments present challenges due to the limited size of the
commercially available tubes and the limited resolution of the rapid prototyping
machines (that are available in our university) in producing temperature resistant
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tubes for the scale we are interested in. Therefore, polycarbonate rods were drilled
at their center to make tubes. Lengths up to 2.5 cm were achieved without any
deviation of the center-line. Fig. 4.28 shows the discretely actuated steerable cannula






Figure 4.28: Discretely actuated steerable cannula has a pair of antagonistic SMA
actuators at each joint.
The straight segments have 1.651 mm inner diameter and 3.175 mm outer
diameter. The length of each section from the base to the tip is 3.8 cm, 2.5 cm and
2.1 cm, respectively. The proximal link needs to be longer than the other segments
to increase the total cannula length. Hence, it is made of metal and coated with
high temperature enamel coating. The remaining straight segments are made of
polycarbonate. All SMA actuators lie in a plane and the motion of the cannula
occurs in a plane. The cannula was covered with non-conductive sheath for heat
isolation and electrical insulation of the SMA actuators.
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4.4.1 Pulse-width Modulation-Based Motion Control
The controller described in Section 3.2 was used to control the joint motion of
the cannula. In Section 4.2.2, the PWM-based controller with image feedback was
used to actuate the joints to a fixed joint angle. Executing a trajectory plan for a
needle-based procedure requires controlling joint trajectories. Here, we demonstrate
that the joint trajectories can be controlled with the PWM-based PI controller with







Figure 4.29: Experimental setup used for the tracking experiments.
The SMA actuators have one-way-shape-memory effect. Hence, they can only
bend in one direction. When the desired joint trajectory is monotonically increasing
or decreasing, one SMA actuator is sufficient to execute the trajectory. To demon-
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strate this, two 8th degree polynomial trajectories were chosen. The trajectory was
sampled at 2 seconds intervals and the desired angle value was given as an input to
the PWM-based position controller for the second joint. The PWM heating period,
P, was chosen as 100ms. The gains were chosen as Kp = 9, Ki = 0.4. Fig. 4.30
shows multiple data sets for the two trajectories.



























Figure 4.30: Tracking of the joint trajectories using the PWM-based controller.
There are 6 datasets for trajectory 1 and 3 datasets for trajectory 2. The average
root-mean-square error (RMSE) for trajectory 1 is 0.6414◦ and RMSE for trajectory
2 is 0.5816◦.
The results show that the controller successfully tracks the desired trajectories.
However, there is chattering. The PWM signal has high energy density. Even a short
period of heating pulse results in a substantial change in the angle. When the current
is shut off, it is expected that the angle remains the same as the SMA actuator
cools down from the austenite phase. However, the angle decreases slightly when the
actuation stops. This behavior is observed during cooling and is known as slack [62].
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The antagonistic SMA actuator also acts as a resistance and also contributes to this
reverse motion. To improve the performance, both SMA actuators were controlled
simultaneously. Fig. 4.31 shows a 8th degree polynomial trajectory and the change
in angle of the joint. Since both SMA actuators were controlled to compensate
for the error, the controller showed better performance compared to single SMA
actuation. The controller was also tested on two sinusoidal trajectories as shown in
Fig. 4.32. The results demonstrate that PWM-based PI position controller shows
good performance in tracking joint trajectories.
Figure 4.31: Tracking of the joint angle trajectories using PWM-based controller
using both SMA actuators. The chattering decreases since both of the SMA actu-
ators compensate for the error. The RMSE for experiment 1 is 0.4094◦ and RMSE
for experiment 2 is 0.3749◦.
4.5 Prototype V: A Compact Design
An alternative to making slots along the length is to make holes on the cross-
section of the straight segments to secure the SMA actuators. Figure 4.33 shows a
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Figure 4.32: Tracking sinusoidal trajectories (Trajectory 1= -2.75 cos(0.03 π
t)+2.75, Trajectory 2= 4 cos(0.03 π t)-4). The RMSE for trajectory 1 is 0.6753◦
and RMSE for trajectory 2 is 0.7696◦.
prototype made of machinable ceramic (Macor R©). Machinable ceramic is electrically
non-conductive and it is easy to machine. Machinable ceramic was originally in a
rod form. First, the inner diameter of the straight segments were drilled. SMA
actuators were placed inside the holes that were drilled on each side of the inner
core. RTD sensors were placed inside the slots that were machined next to the SMA
actuators. Since the length of the holes are the same in each straight segment, SMA
actuators are also perfectly aligned. For electrical connection, enamel coated wires
were used and attached on the SMA wire using silver filled conductive epoxy. This
design is more compact compared to the previous prototypes. However, the ceramic







Figure 4.33: Discretely actuated steerable cannula made of machinable ceramic
4.6 Summary and Discussions
Five different prototypes have been developed each one building upon another.
Prototype I has 2-DOF and one SMA actuator at each joint. An imaging window
was added to prototype II to demonstrate the use of the cannula for OCT imaging.
Prototype I and II are made of metallic segments which limit the maximum number
of joints and the number of SMA actuators that can be used. Prototype III is
covered with a non-metallic coating, hence it does not suffer from the limitations
of the previous prototypes. Prototype IV is made of polycarbonate segments. It is
electrically insulated and does not require any non-conductive coating. Prototype
V is made of machinable ceramic and has a more compact design.
The experimental evaluations of this chapter demonstrate that the PWM-
based temperature feedback and PWM-based image feedback can be effectively used
to control the bending angle at each joint. The controller does not involve any com-
plex hardware or computationally expensive control algorithms. It only uses a single
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constant current source and is a powerful approach for controlling the curvature of
an arc-shaped SMA actuator. Multiple joints can be actuated simultaneously using
the time sharing principle and by actively switching between the SMA actuators.
Experiments inside gelatin show that the SMA actuators can generate substantial
force to move inside a medium where substantial force is required to move the
medium. SMA actuators can be placed such that bending in different directions can
be achieved. It is important to note that upon thermal actuation, bending occurs
locally at the SMA location (the connection between two consecutive links) which is
advantageous for local steering, thereby enabling a small radius of curvature. The
hollow inner core of the cannula enables the delivery of other diagnostic and thera-
peutic tools to the appropriate location. It was demonstrated that the cannula can
be used along with an OCT probe to perform microscale imaging.
The strain-temperature relationship of the prototypes show that the trans-
formation temperatures of the SMA actuator in the heating cycle increase due to
external stress caused by sheath enveloping the joint, the antagonistic SMA actua-
tor, and the constrains that are used to fix the SMA actuator. The stress acting on
the SMA actuators need to be modeled accurately to control the strain of the SMA
actuator using temperature feedback.
Fig. 4.34 shows the heat transfer between the actuated and the unactuated
SMA actuator at a joint for three prototypes made of different materials. One of
the SMA actuator was heated slowly and the temperature was maintained until
it stabilized. Hence, the the quasistatic condition was satisfied. Since the wall
thickness of the straight segments (tubes) is small, there is heat transfer from the
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actuated SMA wire to the unactuated one. The heat transfer is minimum for the
polycarbonate material. The selection of the material for the straight segments is
important for minimizing the heat transfer between the antagonistic SMA actuators.
Figure 4.34: Heat transfer between antagonistic SMA actuators for different mate-
rials
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Chapter 5: MOTION PLANNING OF DISCRETELY ACTUATED
STEERABLE CANNULA
For conventional rigid needles, straight-line trajectories are used to reach a
target. The discretely actuated steerable cannula enables trajectories that are not
limited to straight trajectories. For a multi-degree-of-freedom cannula, finding a
path that satisfies certain constraints and respects the kinematic constraints of the
cannula is not trivial. This chapter describes the motion planning for the discretely
actuated steerable cannula. In section 5.1, a trajectory planning algorithm that
finds the minimum path between two desired set positions is presented. The phase
transformation of SMA is a heat driven process, hence it is slow. A trajectory
execution scheme is presented that only requires the controlling the position without
the need to control the velocity. When multiple constraints need to be satisfied,
configuration control is a powerful approach that enables multiple criteria and finds
the trajectory that optimizes all the criteria. The configuration control and its
implementation are presented in Section 5.2.
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5.1 Trajectory Planning Using Geodesics
There have been various approaches to the trajectory planning of flexible nee-
dles and cannulas in the past decade. Motion planning techniques requiring the min-
imization of a suitable cost function have been widely used. Additional constraints
may be imposed on trajectory planning such as obstacle avoidance and minimum
path. Duindam et al. discretized the control space of the flexible needles and for-
mulated the optimization problem using a cost function that minimizes the control
effort and path length [92]. Park et al. applied a numeric diffusion-based method
for trajectory planning of flexible needles in an obstacle-free 3D environment [93].
Glozman and Shoham used fluoroscopic images of the tissue before needle insertion
to find the location of the obstacle, needle tip, and the target, and through these
three points they passed a spline trajectory to find the insertion trajectory [94]. Xu
et al. used rapidly exploring random trees to find the feasible paths in a configura-
tion space [95]. For flexible needles, finite element modeling has also been used for
planning paths around obstacles in deformable tissue [96]. Lyons et al. planned tra-
jectories for the active cannula for lung biopsy procedures by using a cost function
that depends on the tubular environment geometry [97]. These methods cannot be
directly applied to the discretely actuated steerable cannula since these devices are
structurally different. The cannula is made of discrete segments and the position of
a link is affected by the preceding links that are located closer to the base of the
cannula. For the discretely actuated steerable cannula, it is also difficult to control
the strain rate (hence the joint velocity) of the SMA actuator. Thus, we followed a
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kinematic approach for trajectory planning and execution of the cannula trajectory.
Here, we present our approach to generate a minimum path between the desired
and final configurations in an obstacle-free environment. Using the notation in [98],








where ωi ∈ R
3 is a unit vector in the direction of the twist axis and qi ∈ R
3 is any








where vi ∈ R
3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of translation. For the
cannula in Figure 5.1:
q1 = ⌈0, 0, 0⌉ , q2 = ⌈0, 0, l1⌉ , q3 = ⌈0, l1, l1 + l2⌉
v1 = ⌈0, 0, 1⌉ , ω2 = ⌈1, 0, 0⌉ , ω3 = ⌈cos(β), sin(β), 0⌉ (5.3)
The forward kinematics map, gst, gives the end-effector configuration as a function
Figure 5.1: The schematic used for the forward kinematics map




















The equations were derived for the general case where the SMA at the second joint
can be placed at an arbitrary angle β with respect to the first joint. For the prototype
described in Section 4.2, β is 90◦; l1, l2 and l3 are 6.05, 4.05 and 3.05 cm respectively.








where R ∈ SO(3) is the orientation of frame T, relative to frame S and p ∈ R3 is the
position vector of the origin of frame T from the origin of frame S. The 3D position





−l2sα1 − l3(sα1cα2 + cβsα2cα1)















where gij are the terms of the symmetric metric tensor, G. Metric tensor is used
to define and compute distances on a manifold. The individual terms of the metric
tensor, G, are given by:
g11 = (l2sα1 + l3(sα1cα2 + cβsα2cα1))
2
+ (l2cα1 + l3(cα1cα2 − cβsα1sα2))
2
g12 = l3((sα2cα1 + cβsα1cα2)(l2sα1 + l3(sα1cα2 + cβsα2cα1))
− (sα1sα2 − cβcα1cα2)(l2cα1 + l3(cα1cα2 − cβsα1sα2)))








+ (sα2cα1 + cβsα1cα2)
2 + (sα1sα2 − cβcα1cα2)
2)
g23 = − l3(sα2cα1 + cβsα1cα2)
g33 = 1
In this case, we are interested in finding curves of zero acceleration, namely geodesics




Γkij q̇iq̇j = 0 (5.9)


















where glk is the entries of the inverse of G. Equation (5.9) produces three second-
order differential equations which can be converted into six first-order differential
equations. The trajectory for the minimum distance between the desired initial and
final configurations can be computed numerically by solving a two-point boundary
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value problem. The trajectory is parametrized by η, where η ranges between 0
(initial configuration) and 1 (final configuration). The bvp4c function in MATLAB
was used to solve the problem. If the boundary conditions are selected as:
ui = 0, α1i = 0
◦, α2i = 0
◦ (5.11)
uf = 0, α1f = 30
◦, α2f = 20
◦
the resulting motion is shown in Figure 5.2 where the joint angles α1 and α2 change

















Figure 5.2: Motion in 3D
execute the trajectory-planning scheme, we divide the trajectory into nine intervals
by selecting nine data points along the trajectory. We aim to control the position
and achieve the desired bending angle at these nine locations along the trajectory.

















.(ηf − ηi) + ηi (5.12)
Initially, the angles corresponding to the first data point were entered as the desired
bending angles. Once both of the joints reached the desired angles, the angles
corresponding to the next data point were entered as the new desired angles. When
the markers were along the line that corresponds to bending angles α1 = 0
◦ and
α2 = 0
◦, we observed that there are variations in the bending angle readings. This
is due to the sensitivity of the stereo camera to lighting and the limitations of the
tracking algorithm. This makes it difficult to control bending the angles that are
close to zero, angles less than 2◦ in particular. Therefore, a longer interval was
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selected for the first interval. Figure 5.3 shows the change of bending angles with
time and α
off
represents the interval when the new desired inputs were entered. For
each interval, the reparametrization between the parameter η and time is given by
Equation (5.12), where the subscripts i and f represent the starting point of the
interval when the desired angles were entered and the final point when both links
reached the desired angles of the interval, respectively. The data points showing the
desired angles for the intervals and the results of the simulation and experiment are
shown in Figure 5.4. The 3D position of the tip of the cannula can be calculated
Figure 5.3: The change of joint angles with time
from the forward kinematics map and is given in Figure 5.5. The errors along the
trajectory are given in Figure 5.6 and the global error between the final configuration
and the target location is 0.29 mm. The maximum error occurs in the first interval
due to the fact that this interval is longer than the other intervals and therefore the
resolution is smaller for this interval (see Figure 5.6).
The method presented in this section is an effective way to find the optimal
trajectory having the minimum distance between two configurations. However, it
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Figure 5.4: The change of joint angles with η
Figure 5.5: The change of 3D position with time
does not guarantee that the generated trajectory can be executed. For instance, the
trajectory may exceed the joint limits of the SMA actuator. It is important to steer
the cannula to a desired location without exceeding the maximum recoverable strain
of the SMA actuators while avoiding anatomical structures defined by the physician
in the medical image. Hence, it might be necessary to generate sub-optimal trajec-
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Figure 5.6: Errors along the trajectory
tories for achieving these additional tasks. Configuration control method presented
in the following section is advantageous when multiple criteria needs to be satisfied
in addition to the minimum distance.
5.2 Configuration Control
For the task of reaching a desired position in a 2D plane without any restriction
on the tip orientation, a cannula with more than one joint becomes redundant.
In general, redundant mechanisms can have infinite number of configurations to
achieve a desired workspace specification. The redundant DOF can be utilized to
optimize secondary performance criteria without affecting the primary task [100–
103]. Configuration control approach developed by Seraji and Colbaugh [104, 105]
is an efficient method for redundant robots to achieve the main task of desired end-
effector motion while satisfying additional tasks. The proposed controller achieves
task space tracking while utilizing the redundancy to impose kinematic and dynamic
constraints to avoid joint limits, singularity and obstacles while maintaining posture
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control. Using the configuration control approach, the extra degrees-of-freedom of
the cannula can be exploited to achieve additional tasks. We intend to utilize the
redundancy of the cannula to avoid obstacles and find trajectories without exceeding
the maximum achievable curvature of the SMA wire. Finding the maximum bending
angle of each joint is not trivial since the maximum recoverable strain of the SMA
actuator depends on multiple factors and requires investigation of the constitutive
equation of the SMA material. Hence, we explore the variables affecting the joint
limit of the SMA actuators and incorporate these variables into the configuration
control approach to plan trajectories for the cannula.
A short background on configuration control is briefly discussed here for the
sake of completeness. A redundant manipulator has more DOF than the dimension
of the workspace. In other words, the dimension of the joint space n is larger than
the dimension of the workspace m. The cannula is assumed to be inserted from
a single point with a fixed orientation and the final orientation of the tip is not
important. Therefore, the discretely actuated steerable cannula has 3-DOF: 1-DOF
at each joint and 1-DOF along the insertion direction. As a result, the cannula has
an additional DOF in a 2D workspace. For a n-DOF manipulator with r redundant
DOF (r = n − m) the optimum joint rates, q̇, that penalize high joint rates and
minimize the error for the main and additional tasks are given by [104]:






where x is the main task of reaching the desired position and z is the additional
task. Jm(m × n) and Ja(r × n) are the Jacobian matrix associated with the main
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task and the additional task, respectively. Wm(m ×m), Ws(n× n), Wa(k × k) are
positive definite diagonal weighting factors of the main task, singularity avoidance
and the additional task. The additional task has no restriction on its dimension. If
k > r the algorithm searches for the best solution that minimizes all the additional
tasks depending on their weighting factors. To find the required joint positions to
complete the task, we need to integrate the joint rates. First, we assume a path
connecting the initial and the final positions with a motion period T. The simplest









where xd is the desired position of the end effector and γ is the deceleration factor
greater than 1. Then, q can be obtained by numerically integrating Equation 5.13.
We consider a 2-DOF planar discretely actuated cannula with 3.81 cm, 3.81 cm
and 2.54 cm length sections from the base to the tip. We use a simplified model of
the cannula as a serial manipulator in prismatic-revolute-revolute configuration. The
joint variables, q, for the 3-DOF cannula are the insertion distance u and the bending
angle for each joint, αi (i=1,2). αi is defined to be positive in the counter clockwise
direction. We will first look into the implementation of the obstacle and singularity
avoidance and present the limitations of the configuration control approach by giving
examples where these limitations arise.
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5.2.1 Singularity Avoidance and Obstacle Avoidance
The anatomical structures that needs to be avoided in motion planning can be
in various shapes. As an initial approach, we assume convex polygon obstacles. It
is assumed that the location of the obstacles are known and continuously updated.
The additional task of obstacle avoidance is activated when the minimum distance
between a link and the nearest obstacle, di, is smaller than a critical distance, ro.
The additional task of obstacle avoidance is defined as:
zi = ro − di (5.15)
and di is defined as:
di = ê
T
i (xci − xo) (5.16)
where xo = [xo
1, xo
2]T are the coordinates of the closest point on the obstacle to
link i, xci = [xci
1, xci
2]T are the coordinates of the critical point on link i which has
the closest distance to the obstacle and êi represents the unit vector pointing from
xo to xci (see Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: The variables used in geometric relations
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Figure 5.8: Example to illustrate the physical joint limit of the SMA actuator. The
obstacles and the final position are inside the workspace of the cannula. However,
the maximum joint angle required for trajectory is 25.0726◦ which is 4.0726◦ above
the physical limit of the SMA actuator.
When (di < ro) obstacle avoidance task becomes active. The Jacobian for the







The configuration control is an optimization based approach and if there is
a local minima, the motion planning algorithm may fail. Another consideration
is the joint limit of the SMA actuator. Even tough the obstacles and the target
point are inside the workspace of the cannula, the joint limits required for obstacle
avoidance may exceed the physical joint limit of the SMA actuator. If there is
a local minima, intermediate points can be defined between the initial position
and the target position to divide the motion planning problem into sub-problems.
Voronoi diagram can be used to define these intermediate points between the initial
and the final position. The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and Figure
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5.8 shows an example where the joint limit is exceeded for the SMA actuation in
simulation,hence is not physically realizable. We set the parameters ro = 0.07,
γ = 4 and the diagonal terms of the weighting factors were set to Wmii = [3, 3],
Wsii = [0.1, 0.1, 0.1], Waii = [0, 25, 25]. The desired position is set to [12.5000, -
0.3600] and the final position achieved by the planner while avoiding obstacles is
[12.5000, -0.3590]. Using Voronoi diagram can prevent the planner from getting
stuck at a local minima or hitting an obstacle if the target is right behind the
obstacle. On the other hand, avoiding the joint limit is not trivial. The joint limit
is not only limited by the physical limits of the actuator (radius of curvature), but
there are multiple factors affecting the maximum achievable bending angle. These
factors are explored in the following sub-section.
5.2.2 Joint Limit Avoidance
The maximum bending angle of each joint is limited by the minimum radius
of curvature of the annealed SMA wire. It also depends on the initial strain of
the SMA actuators and the stress acting on the SMA actuators (hence the tissue
stiffness). The antagonistic SMA actuators at each joint experience different strain
levels during trajectory execution. The strain due to bending, ǫb, can be calculated





where ℓ and d are the length and the diameter of the SMA actuator. Note that
ǫb can take negative values and a negative value means the bending takes place in
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the opposite direction. The original shape of the SMA wires is an arc with 1.37
cm radius of curvature and this configuration corresponds to zero strain. After the
assembly of the cannula, both SMA wires are straight and the strain in both wires
is 0.0195 (1.95%). The relationship between the strain of the SMA wire and the
bending angle can be found as:
ǫccw = 0.0195− ǫb (5.19)
ǫcw = 0.0195 + ǫb
where ǫccw is the strain of SMA actuator that can bend in positive (counter-clockwise)
direction and ǫcw is the strain of the SMA actuator can bend in negative (clockwise)
direction. Let us consider the planning problem in Figure 5.9. The desired position
and the intermediate point are [10.5000, 1.2000] and [8.6890, 2.1130], respectively.
The final position achieved by the planner is [10.4910, 1.2000]. If we look at the
change in α2 for this trajectory, initially the SMA wire that can bend in positive
direction is actuated. As it transforms into an arc shape, the bending angle of joint
2 increases up to 0.3352 radians (see Figure 5.10). Hence, the actuated SMA wire
recovers 0.0179 strain (ǫb = 0.0179, ǫccw = 0.0016) until T=100 whereas the antago-
nistic SMA wire naturally deforms and its strain increases to 0.0374. After T=100,
the bending direction is reversed. For the same bending angle, both SMA wires
experience different strain values. Therefore, the strain in the actuated SMA wire
should be considered while finding the joint limit.
The material properties and the physical properties of the SMA actuator are
given in Table 5.2. As and Af values capture the overall effect of the antagonistic
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Figure 5.9: Motion planning problem used for analyzing the joint limit
Figure 5.10: Change in α2 with time for the trajectory shown in Figure 5.9
SMA wire and the sheath on the joints.
If we assume the soft-tissue is linear elastic and model it as a torsional spring
with stiffnessK attached at each joint, the external stress acting at each joint during











where M is the bending moment, I is the area moment of inertia and ǫo > ǫ
since the strain is recovered during actuation. Substituting Equation (5.20) into
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Table 5.2: Material and physical properties of the sma actuator





◦C d 0.5334 mm
ℓ 5 mm r 1.37 cm







+ ǫLE(λ)(λ− λo) + (σ − σo) = 0 (5.21)
From Equation (5.21), the change in external stress, σ, can be found as a function
of temperature T, and these values can be used to find the corresponding strain in




+ ǫo + ǫL(λ− λo) (5.22)
We limit the the maximum temperature of the SMA wire that can be used in motion
planning to Af . Figure 5.11 shows the change in strain with temperature up to Af for
different K values and for different initial strain values. By inspecting Figure 5.11, it
can be seen that the maximum recoverable strain (hence the maximum joint angle)
depends on the stiffness K and the initial strain in the SMA wire before actuation.
For example if K = 4 N mm/rad, ǫ0 = 0.039 and the parameters in Table 5.2, at
T = Af the strain of the SMA wire is ǫ = 0.0042. This value corresponds to a
maximum bending angle α=0.2868 rad (16.43◦). Given the obstacle and the target
locations, it is difficult to know the maximum joint angle that will be required in
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trajectory in advance. We make a conservative selection of the joint limit since the
maximum joint angle that will be required is not know a priori and we assume
that the maximum bending angle will be required when a joint starts to bend in
one direction. When there is a change in the bending direction, Equation 5.21 and
Equation 5.22 are solved to find the new joint limit using the values for the initial
strain of the SMA wire that is being actuated and the stiffness K.






































Figure 5.11: The maximum recoverable strain of the SMA actuator depends on the
initial strain ǫo and the stiffness K.
We can now take this joint limit into account and define the additional task of
joint limit avoidance. Additional task for joint limit can be defined as a one-to-one
function of the joint variables (z = q) and the corresponding Jacobian is given as
Jj = I3x3. Upon reaching the joint limits, the joint rates must disappear. Therefore,
the desired joint rates are selected to be zero (żd = 0) when the additional task is
active. The diagonal entities of weight matrix for the additional task of joint limit
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Wo qi > qi
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(5.23)
τ defines the buffer region where the weight of the joint limit increases from zero
to a maximum value, Wo. We set the parameters τ = 0.0698 (4
◦) and the diagonal
entities of the weight factor for the additional task of joint limit avoidance as Wj ii =
[0, 10, 6]. We again consider the trajectory planning problem in Figure 5.9 and
assume a stiffness value K=10 N mm/rad. Figure 5.12 show the change in joint
variables and the minimum and maximum joint angles for each joint. If we look
at the change in joint limits of α2 with time, initially the joint is straight and the
absolute value of the minimum and maximum joint angles are the same since the
bending direction is not known. After T=100 s the joint angle starts to decrease and
the bending direction is reversed. Here, the joint limit for the SMA wire that can
bend in the negative direction should be considered. The joint limit for the positive
bending direction remains unchanged until the joint starts to bend in the positive
direction again. To give some idea on the stress levels involved for K=10, let us
consider the interval when the bending angle α2 starts to decrease. The initial joint
angle is 0.2551 radians and the maximum joint angle that can be achieved at Af
is −0.1818 radians. If we ignore the tissue relaxation, initially the stress acting on
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the actuated SMA wire is zero. The stress acting on the SMA wire increases from
0 to 293.1 MPa while it recovers the strain from α2=0.2551 radians to α2=-0.1818.
Figure 5.13 shows the change in joint variables with time for the cases with and
without the additional task of joint limit avoidance. The final position achieved by
the planner is [10.4990, 1.2920] compared to the desired position of [10.5000, 1.2000].


















Figure 5.12: Change in joint limits with time


























Figure 5.13: Change in joint variables with and without the additional task of joint
limit avoidance. The case with joint limit avoidance has the joint variables with
subscript new.
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Table 5.3: Parameters used for motion planning with moving obstacles
Trajectory A Trajectory B
Desired Position [10.5000, 1.2000] [13.0000, 0.5000]
Final Position [10.4970, 1.2100] [13.0000, 0.5000]
k1 [0.02, -0.02] [0.01, 0.01]
k2 [-0.02, 0.02] [0.01, -0.02]
k3 [-0.02, 0.00] [0.01, -0.02]
k4 [-0.02, -0.02] [0.01, 0.01]
k5 [-0.02, 0.00] [0.00, -0.01]
5.2.3 Moving Obstacles
When the cannula moves inside the soft-tissue, the anatomical structures rarely
remain stationary. Presence of other surgical tools that manipulate the tissue can
also cause changes in the positions of anatomical structures. Therefore, we test the
performance of the planner in the presence of moving obstacles. Figure 5.14 and
Figure 5.16 show two motion planning problems with moving obstacles. We set the
velocity for the i th obstacle as:
vi = ki(e
−t/50)× 10−2(m/s) (5.24)
The coefficients ki and the desired position for each problem (Trajectory A and
Trajectory B) are given in Table 5.3. With the addition of obstacle avoidance and
joint limit avoidance tasks, the final positions achieved by the planner are given in
Table 5.3. The change in joint variables with time for the trajectories are given in
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Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.17. The algorithm successfully finds a trajectory in the
presence of moving obstacles while avoiding obstacles and remaining within joint
limits.
Figure 5.14: Movement of the obstacles and the motion of the cannula in trajectory
A. The cannula and the obstacles are shown in a darker color as the time progresses.


























Figure 5.15: Change of joint variables with time for trajectory A
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Figure 5.16: Movement of the obstacles and the motion of the cannula in trajectory
B. The cannula and the obstacles are shown in a darker color as the time progresses.
























Figure 5.17: Change of joint variables with time for trajectory B
5.3 Summary and Discussions
This chapter described two different approaches to generate trajectories for
the discretely actuated steerable cannula. In Section 5.1, the trajectory planning
was formulated on the configuration manifold. Geodesics on the manifold give the
shortest distance between two configurations. The notation used in Section 5.1
provides a coordinate-free representation of the cannula. The algorithm finds the
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optimal path. However, it does not guarantee that the generated trajectories can be
executed. When multiple criteria such as obstacle avoidance, singularity avoidance
and joint limit avoidance need to be satisfied, formulating the problem using the
approach in Section 5.1 is challenging.
Configuration control presents an effective yet easily formulated approach to
plan sub-optimal trajectories that can satisfy multiple criteria for a robot having
redundancy. If the desired position of the cannula is in a 2D plane without any
restriction on the tip orientation, a cannula with more than one joint becomes re-
dundant. The cannula was modeled as a PRR mechanism for simplification. This is
a valid assumption. For instance, consider Prototype III with L1=3.81 cm, L2=3.81
cm, L3=2.54 cm and ℓ=5 mm (arc). We can ignore the arc and model the can-
nula as a PRR mechanism with segment lengths L′1 = L1 + ℓ/2, L
′
2 = L2 + ℓ and
L′3 = L3 + ℓ/2. Figure 5.18 shows different cannula configurations for both cases.




















Figure 5.18: PRR kinematics is a valid simplification that can capture the arc-
shaped SMA. Dashed lines represent PRR kinematics.
Singularity avoidance, obstacle avoidance and joint limit avoidance tasks were
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incorporated into trajectory planning using the configuration control approach. The
joint limit of the cannula was modeled by considering the maximum recoverable
strain of the SMA actuator using the constitutive model of the SMA. The simulations
demonstrate that the maximum recoverable strain (hence the maximum joint angle)
depends on the tissue stiffness and the initial strain of the SMA wire that is actuated.
We assumed the tissue acts like a linear torsional spring at each joint. More elaborate
tissue models are necessary to accurately represent the external stress acting at each
joint.
It is important to note that to use the configuration control approach presented
in this section, the dimension of the joint space of the cannula should be larger than
the dimension of the workspace. Since it is an optimization based approach, the
trajectory generated by the planner depends on the weighting factors of each task
and the number of tasks to be satisfied. By controlling the weighting factors, task
prioritization can be achieved.
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Chapter 6: ULTRASOUND-BASED TRACKINGOF DISCRETELY
ACTUATED STEERABLE CANNULA
Image-guided interventions have become the standard of care for needle-based
procedures. Tracking the needle in real-time through imaging facilitates guiding
them inside the soft-tissue and enables automating the needle insertion procedure.
The success of the image-guided procedures depends on the ability to precisely locate
and track the needle. To actively steer the discretely actuated steerable cannula,
we need to develop image processing algorithms that extract information about
the needle tip and joint angles. This section presents an in-plane tracking algorithm
based on optical flow that obtains the shape of a planar cannula and an out-of-plane
detection method that locates the tip of the cannula.
6.1 Related Work on Ultrasound Imaging
Ultrasound imaging is inexpensive, portable and free of ionizing radiation.
Real-time images can be obtained intraoperatively which makes it attractive for
instrument guidance in interventional procedures. In clinics, the localization of
the needle is done by an experienced physician. When ultrasound is intended to be
used as a feedback to automate the needle insertion procedure, the ultrasound image
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needs to be analyzed to obtain quantitative information about the needle shape and
configuration.
Image analysis is commonly applied to ultrasound images to reduce noise and
obtain useful information about the needle position. Extraction of lines, edges and
curves is a key step in image analysis. The Radon transform is a well-known tool for
detecting parametrized shapes in an image [108]. Radon transform was previously
used to determine parametrized shapes of a curved needle [109]. Hough transform
is a special case of the Radon transform and is commonly used to determine line
parameters such as slope and intersection points [110]. Hough transform has been
used to find the needle long-axis which is usually the brightest line in an ultrasound
image [111, 112]. Although needle is usually the dominant line in the ultrasound
image, there might be gaps or other line artifacts that belong to other structures.
To reduce the noise and detect the tip of the needle, thresholding or morphological
operations such as erosion and dilation are applied to the region of interest [113,114].
There are ways to improve needle visibility and detection. Coating the needles
with an echogenic coating such as Echo-Coat R© (Angiotech Inc.) improves needle
visibility. EchoBlock R© and EchoSti R© (Havel’s Inc.) are commercially available
needles that have enhanced visibility compared to generic needles. Wrapping passive
markers around the needle tip is another way of enhancing the needle shape in the
ultrasound images [112]. However, this approach increases the outer diameter and
results in non-uniform cross-section.
For needle tracking, 3D ultrasound imaging is advantageous since it enables
3D visualization of the surgical site. Novotny et al. tracked passive markers that
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were wrapped on a needle using 3D ultrasound to obtain needle position [112]. The
markers were detected at different positions after imaging for 5 seconds. Adebar
and Okamura attached a piezoelectric actuator to the needle shaft outside the tis-
sue to create vibrations that can be detected in the ultrasound images using 3D
Doppler ultrasound [115]. An active contour-based detection method was also used
to detect a curved instrument and the results were demonstrated in 3D ultrasound
images [116]. Previous work on 3D ultrasound primarily focused on detection of
the instruments in pre-acquired images [115, 116]. The implementation of the algo-
rithms is computationally intensive, requires a GPU processor [109, 117], and only
a neighborhood of the region of interest is updated to decrease the computation
time [112].
2D ultrasound is the current standard that is used in clinics. The images
are obtained in slices as opposed to voxels in 3D ultrasound. Hence, it has high
acquisition rate and is advantageous for real-time active tracking. When the long
axis of the needle is perpendicular to the plane of the ultrasound beam, imaging
occurs out-of-plane (Figure 6.1(a)). In out-of-plane tracking, the detected shape is
the cross-section of the needle. This approach is mostly used to locate the needle
tip [113, 114]. This approach is troublesome for active tracking since the geometry
of the needle is cylindrical, and each cross-section gives a circle. The ultrasound
transducer is usually placed at an angle with respect to the needle insertion direction
to visualize the needle tip [118,119] (Figure 6.1(c)). In this case, the detected cross-
section can be the needle shaft and the needle tip can be at a greater depth. When
the needle long axis and the needle tip lie in the same plane with the ultrasound
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beam, the imaging takes place in-plane (Figure 6.1(b)). The in-plane tracking makes
guidance easier since the entire needle can be seen. In-plane tracking requires finding
geometry specific features of the needle. For a rigid needle, the feature to be detected
can be a line whereas detection of local or global curvature may be required for a
curved needle.
(a) (c)(b)
Figure 6.1: Needle and ultrasound transducer configurations: (a) out-of-plane track-
ing, (b) in-plane tracking, (c) out-of-plane tracking with an angle.
There are a several important considerations in ultrasound-based in-plane and
out-of-plane tracking that are often overlooked. In the out-of-plane tracking, the
detected shape is the cross-section of the needle. The shaft of the needle can easily
be mistaken for the needle tip. The ultrasound beam is commonly assumed to be
infinitely thin which adds up to the tracking errors. In reality, the ultrasound beam
has a finite width. Hence, the spatial accuracy of needle-tip detection is limited
by the ultrasound beam width. The resolution of the ultrasound also needs to be
quantified to accurately assess the accuracy of tracking. The spatial accuracy of the
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in-plane tracking depends not only on the accuracy of the needle detection algorithm
but also on the resolution of the ultrasound transducer. These issues need to be
addressed and quantified for accurate in-plane and out-of-plane tracking.
In ultrasound imaging, artifacts of the needle result in missing boundaries.
Even when the boundaries are clearly resolved, extracting the boundaries of the
needle is not sufficient for tracking. Independent of which algorithm is used, there
still has to be a post-processing step to extract quantitative information on the
configuration of the needle. For instance, Hough line transform may work well in
situations where there is only a single bright line. Despite the missing boundaries,
the line parameters can be obtained when a portion of the line is detected. However,
it would fail for the cases where there are multiple links. Since the goal is to find
the slope between the links, one cannot specify a desired slope to eliminate the
other lines. Hence, for real-time guidance of the needle, the performance of the
tracking method used does not only depend on detecting the needle boundaries,
but also depends on effectively getting quantitative information that describes the
needle configuration. In this work, needle detection and quantitative information
are obtained simultaneously.
The in-plane tracking gives information about the configuration of the cannula
and can be used as feedback to control the motion of the cannula. Out-of-plane tip
detection is achieved by rotating the ultrasound transducer until ultrasound beam
is perpendicular to the needle long axis and then scanning the cannula tip to detect
the exact location of the cannula tip. This way any out-of-plane motion can be
easily detected. The out-of-plane tracking method proposed here does not suffer
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from the infinitely thin ultrasound beam-width assumption and guarantees that the
detected shape is the needle tip.
6.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used for ultrasound guidance is shown in Figure 6.2.
The main frame is composed of modular T-slotted extrusions (Model 1515 Lite,
80/20 Inc.). Two linear rail systems (Haydon Motion Solutions) are mounted or-
thogonally to the top frame. The rails consist of a stepper motor (size 17 double
stack with 0.015875 mm per step resolution), a wedge style anti-backlash nut, an
optical encoder (US Digital E5S, 500 counts per revolution) and 305 mm of total
travel. Rail 2 is mounted across the width of rail 1. These two rails are used to
position the ultrasound transducer in a plane. The sliding element of the rails that
move along the long axis of the rails have axial stability. However, it moves slightly
when a loading is applied along its width. To eliminate any horizontal movement
that might occur during operation, rail 2 was also constrained using a guide rail that
is attached on the frame. When rail 2 slides along the long axis of rail 1, it also slides
along the guide rail that provides additional support. The cannula is fixed between
two plates. The plates are attached to a vertical support and the vertical support
is attached to the sliding element of rail 3. The height of the plates can be adjusted
using screws. The vertical position of the ultrasound probe can also be adjusted
prior to the experiments to make sure the ultrasound probe is in contact with the
tissue sample. The arrows shown with dashed lines show the adjustment direction
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for the cannula fixture and the ultrasound fixture. There is a DC motor (Model
247858, Maxon Precision Motors, Inc.) attached to the sliding element of rail 2 and
its rotation axis is centered along the center of the ultrasound probe. Hence, the


















Figure 6.2: Linear rail system used for the ultrasound experiments.
Figure 6.3 depicts the control scheme of the system. There are two PCs that
communicate through serial port. One of the PCs control the rails and the cannula
using Sensoray 626 DAQ. The DAQ sends control signals to the solid state relays
(SSRs) that control the current flow to the respective SMA actuators. The rails are
controlled via a TTL-compatible micro stepping chopper drive (DCM 8028, Haydon
Motion Solutions). The TTL-signals are generated using Arduino UNO board at
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500Hz and this frequency corresponds to 3.9 mm/s travel speed. The DC motor is
controlled using a proportional- integral(PI) controller. A constant 2.5V is supplied
until the motor angle is within 10◦ of the desired angle. Once the error is less than
10◦ the PI controller takes over. Another PC is used to process the ultrasound
images. The ultrasound system is a Philips Sonos 5500 ultrasound console with a 3-
11 MHz linear array transducer (Model 11-3L). The ultrasound images are acquired
in real-time at 15 fps using a Matrox Morphis (Matrox Inc.) frame grabber. Matrox
Imaging Library (MIL) library is used to grab and process the images in real-time.
6.3 Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow For In-plane Tracking
Optical flow is a fast and robust tracking algorithm that can be used to track
features or points in an image stream. Optical flow algorithm has been previously
used for temperature estimation in ultrasound images [120], estimation of muscle
thickness during contraction [121], and myocardial strain analysis [122] to name a
few. While the optical flow algorithm has been applied in other applications, to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the optical flow algorithm has been
applied to ultrasound images to track the features of a needle.
The Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm is briefly described here for com-
pleteness, and to shed light on the underlying assumptions which make it hard to
apply the algorithm to the ultrasound images directly. By comparing two consec-
utive images in an image stream, an intensity map can be obtained that describes











































Figure 6.3: Schematic of the control system: The image acquisition rate is fixed
at 15 Hz, and hence the hardware control is done with another PC at 60 Hz. The
serial port communication takes 15 ms. Therefore, the hardware control is currently
limited to 60 Hz.
at a pixel location (x, y) along the x direction be Ix and y direction be Iy. After a
movement by u pixels in the x direction and v pixels in the y direction, the total
increase in brightness is equal to the local difference in intensity It between the two
frames. Hence, the optical flow equation is given as [86]:
Ix.u+ Iy.v = −It (6.1)
where u and v are the unknown optical flow of the pixel in x and y direction,








+ It(pi) = 0 (6.2)
The first term is the spatial gradient and the second term is the temporal gradient.
Since one pixel does not provide enough information for corresponding to another
pixel in the next frame, the equations are formulated in a k×k sized window around
the pixel assuming they all move by [u, v]T . A set of k2 equations can be obtained

























The system of equations is overdetermined and is of the form:
Ad = b (6.4)
The solution to Equation 6.4 is formulated as a least-squares minimization of the




d = AT b (6.5)
ATA is indeed the Hessian matrix and has the second-order derivatives of the im-
age intensities. Eigenvalue analysis of the Hessian matrix contain information about
local image structure and reveals edges and corners that can be tracked between im-
ages [123]. Hence, the detected features are the edges and corners in the k× k sized
window. Since the algorithm searches only small spatial neighborhood of the pixel
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of interest, large motions can cause the points to move outside of the local neigh-
borhood and the tracked points can be lost. To overcome this problem, pyramidal
Lucas-Kanade algorithm has been developed which starts analyzing the motion flow
from the lowest detail to finer detail [124]. The pyramidal implementation of the
Lucas-Kanade method is a fast and reliable optical flow estimator that can accom-
modate large motions. We use the OpenCV implementation of the algorithm [85].
The mathematical formulation of the optical flow algorithm in pyramids (top to
down) is beyond the scope of this work and it is described elsewhere [124].
There are two main assumptions of the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm.
Firstly, optical flow algorithm is sensitive to brightness variation and it expects
brightness smoothness. The objects or features in the image should exhibit intensity
levels that change smoothly. The second assumption is the spatial coherence. It is
assumed that neighboring points in a region belong to the same surface and move
in a similar fashion. These assumptions make it difficult to apply the optical flow
algorithm to ultrasound images directly. In ultrasound images the brightness of a
region can change both in time and space. The optical flow algorithm was tested
on the ultrasound videos of the cannula. Initially, the desired features to be tracked
(corner, edge) are selected by clicking on the image with the mouse. To get the
cannula configuration, we track a corner (cannula tip) and an edge (a point on
the distal link) on the top surface. The coordinates of the two points are enough
to determine the tip location and orientation. Figure 6.4 demonstrates two cases
where the algorithm fails to track the desired points in an image stream.
To eliminate these problems, smooth brightness should be achieved on the
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Figure 6.4: The markers are the tracked features (points). A line was plotted to
connect the two points to show the orientation of the cannula tip. (a) Two points
were selected (shown on left). The point at the tip shifted across the needle cross-
section due to pixels having similar brightness as the cannula was further inserted
into the tissue phantom (shown on right). This introduces an error in the angle
calculation. This means the pixels that are further down the cross-section had
similar brightness with the ones that were originally selected on the top surface.
(b) This figure shows another example where the algorithm fails in the beginning
when a point on the distal link was selected. When a point on the top surface was
clicked with the mouse, the algorithm detected a feature (a brighter edge) that is
lower down the cross-section.
surface from which the points are selected and the brightness variation of the tracked
points in time should be minimized. Edge detection algorithms are useful to find the
boundaries of the cannula. However, the boundaries of the cannula are not always
clearly resolved since the artifacts result in missing boundaries. Pre-processing of the
images is necessary to reduce noise, brightness variation, and missing boundaries.
Using a fixed threshold value is risky since in ultrasound images the brightness not
only varies in space but also in time as the needle is steered inside the soft tissue
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or the organ. Even when the threshold value is varied between images, there might
be anatomical structures having same brightness as the needle and thresholding can
destroy some portions of the needle as well. Hence, we avoid using thresholding and
only morphological operations are used for pre-processing the images.
6.3.1 Implementation of In-plane Tracking Algorithm
The image is first pre-processed using downsampling followed by upsampling
operation to reduce the amount of noise and detail. Erosion, dilation and blurring
operations are also applied recursively to smooth the image and reduce brightness
variation. The surface of the cannula facing the transducer has higher brightness in
ultrasound images. Sobel operator is applied to the pre-processed image to detect
the top surface of the cannula. The edges occur when the gradient is greatest and
the Sobel operator finds the edges in the image. The Sobel Operator is a discrete
differentiation operator and it computes an approximate image gradient in the x
and y directions by convolving the image with a pair of 3 × 3 kernels. The kernels


















After the top surface of the cannula is detected, a linear blend operator is applied
using Equation 6.7 to combine the output of the Sobel operator with the original
image.
I = γI + (1− γ)Isobel (6.7)
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u r1
Figure 6.5: Schematic of a 2-DOF planar cannula.
where I is the original image, Isobel is the image that is obtained by convolving the
pre-processed image with the Sobel operators, and γ is the weight of blending that
ranges between 0-1. The blend operator overlays both images, thus enhancing the
brightness of the top surface of the cannula on the original image. The resulting
image is used as an input to the optical flow algorithm.
The tracking algorithm starts when the cannula is inserted sufficiently into
the medium. Once the cannula is inside the imaging region, the tip of the cannula
and one point on the top surface of the distal link are selected. A line is fitted
between the two points and the tip orientation is obtained. This configuration is
registered as the initial configuration. The motion of the two points are continuously
tracked using the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm. The optical flow
algorithm gives the pixel location of the cannula tip position and orientation. The
pixel information is then converted into physical dimensions and the joint variables
are solved using inverse kinematics. Finally, the shape of the cannula is drawn on
the image in real-time using the kinematic equations.
The kinematics of the cannula is straightforward. The schematic used for
deriving the forward kinematics of the cannula is shown in Figure 6.5. There are 3
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degrees-of-freedom (DOF) : 1-DOF at each joint and 1 insertion DOF. Hence, the
joint variables, q, are [u, α1, α2]. The configuration of the cannula in a plane can be
described using Equation 6.8:
x = L1 + u+ L2cosα1 + L3cosβ + r1sinα1 + r2(sinα2cosα1 − sinα1(1− cosα2))
y = L2sinα1 + L3sinβ + r1(1− cosα1) + r2(sinα1sinα2 + cosα1(1− cosα2))
β = α1 + α2 (6.8)
where α1 and α2 are the joint angles; L1, L2, and L3 are the lengths of the straight
segments from the base to the tip; (x, y) and β describe the position and orientation,
respectively. The radius of curvature of the joints is given by r1 and r2. The relation
between the arc radius, r, and joint angle, α, is r = ℓ/α where ℓ is the length of
the SMA actuator between consecutive links. The three equations representing the
geometry of the cannula is solved using a 4th order Runge-Kutta solver.
6.4 Circular Hough Transform for Tip Detection
The Hough transform is commonly used to find the parametrized shapes in an
image. It was originally used for the detection of straight lines [125] and has been
previously applied for the detection of the needle long-axis in ultrasound images
[118, 126]. It was also used to detect curved needles by connecting the straight
segments that are found using Hough transform with a polynomial fit [127]. Hough
transform can also be used to detect shapes other than lines such as circles and
ellipses. Circular Hough transform is a particular example where Hough transform
is employed to search a parameter space. A circle with radius r and its center at
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(a, b) is parametrized by the equation:
(x− a)2 + (y − b)2 = r2 (6.9)
Hough transform usually employs an edge detector to detect the edges of the circle.
An arbitrary edge point (xi, yi) transforms into a circular cone in the (a, b, r) pa-
rameter space [125]. Circular Hough transform was previously used for automated
localization of retinal optic disk on images captured by a fundus camera [128], mea-
surements of arterial diameter in ultrasound images during the cardiac cycle [129],
and segmentation of the left ventricular myocardium in ultrasound images [130].
We use circular Hough transform to detect the needle tip when the tracking is
out-of-plane. Since the diameter of the needle is known, the search reduces to two
parameters. The algorithm also uses the edge gradient information which determines
the direction of the circle with respect to the edge point [131].
6.5 Experiments and Results
6.5.1 Obtaining Ultrasound Console Specific Parameters
There are two important parameters that need to be determined to assess the
accuracy of out-of-plane detection of the needle tip and in-plane detection of the
needle shape. The spatial accuracy of out-of-plane detection is limited by the ultra-
sound beam width whereas the resolution of the ultrasound transducer determines
the performance of in-plane tracking. To quantify the ultrasound beam-width, an
object with distinct features (Figure 6.6(a)) was scanned by sliding the transducer
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over it. Images were obtained at 0.127 mm intervals. Initially, the transducer is away
from the object. When the transducer is moved along the direction shown in Fig-
ure 6.6(a), the scanned object starts to appear. When the object is aligned with the
center of the imaging window, it has maximum visibility. The visibility decreases
once the object passes beyond the center of the imaging window. Figure 6.6(b)
shows the ultrasound images of the object at various locations. The rectangle block
has 2.477 cm length and in the ultrasound images it is visible for 2.794 cm. That
means the scanning width of the transducer is 0.317 cm (2.794-2.477). Even though
the physical width of the probe is 1 cm, the effective imaging width is 0.317 cm. If
an object with length L is scanned by sliding the transducer over the object, the
object will appear for L + 0.317 cm. If the transducer is used to track the tip of
the cannula by placing the ultrasound probe orthogonal to the insertion direction,
the tip is visible when the tip of the cannula is inside the 0.317 cm window. This
means that the tracking accuracy of the tip is within 0.317 cm when the transducer
is used to locate the tip of the cannula. This observation is important yet commonly
neglected while assessing the accuracy of tracking the needle tip [113,114].
To determine the image quality and spatial resolution of the transducer, the
object was scanned along its width. The dimensions of the cross-section is given in
Figure 6.6(c). Figure 6.6(d) shows the dimensions of the object measured using the
cursor in the ultrasound console. The maximum error in dimensions was measured
as 0.023 cm. Hence, the spatial accuracy of in-plane tracking can be assumed to be
limited by this number.
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Figure 6.6: Ultrasound beam width and spatial resolution experiments: (a) The
schematic of the experimental procedure, (b) the ultrasound images of the object
from left to right: the object starts to appear - the object has maximum visibility
- after 0.597 cm (center hole)- after 1.029 cm - object starts to disappear, (c) the
dimensions of the object, and (d) the dimensions of the object that were measured
using the ultrasound console
6.5.2 In-plane Tracking of the Cannula
Videos of cannula insertion experiments were recorded to test and optimize
the parameters of the tracking algorithm. The transducer was stationary and the
cannula was inserted into the gelatin. The cannula was aligned with the ultra-
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sound beam in-plane. Full description of the in-plane tracking procedure is given in
Algorithm 1. The value of γ was chosen as 0.65.
1
Algorithm 1 In-plane tracking algorithm
1: I ← grab frame
2: call mouse handler
3: kinematic initialization ← off
4: start tracking←off
5: Itrack,prev ← I ⊲ Initial image for optical flow
6: repeat
7: I ←grab frame
8: if ROI is selected then
9: smoothing(I ,5) ⊲ kernel= 5× 5
10: for k ← 1, 5 do
11: downscale(I ,0.5) ⊲ to 1/2 of image size
12: upscale (I ,1) ⊲ to image size
13: dilation(I ,7) ⊲ kernel= 7× 7
14: erosion(I ,7) ⊲ kernel= 7× 7
15: smoothing (I ,3) ⊲ kernel= 3× 3
16: end for
17: Isobel ← sobel edge detection(I)
18: Isobel ← λIsobel ⊲ increase brightness
19: Itrack ← blend(γI + (1− γ)Isobel)
20: if 2 points are selected then
21: kinematic initialization=on
22: end if
23: if kinematic initialization=on then
24: [X,Y ]← get point positions
25: (x0, y0, β0)← (X,Y ) ⊲ pixel to global
26: (u0, α1,0, α2,0) ←




30: if start tracking=on then
31: [∆X,∆Y ]← optical flow(Itrack, Itrack,prev)
32: (x, y, β)← (∆X,∆Y ) ⊲ update coordinates
33: (u, α1, α2)← inverse kinematics(x, y, β)
34: draw cannula (Itrack, u, α1, α2)
35: Itrack,prev ← Itrack
36: end if
37: end if
38: until user stops the process
Figure 6.7: Pseudocode of the in-plane tracking algorithm
Figure 6.8 shows the original ultrasound image, the pre-processed image and
the output of the blend operator which is given as an input to the tracking al-
gorithm. Figure 6.9 shows the results from a tracking experiment in-plane. The
cannula trajectory was displayed on the screen and the change of joint variables










Figure 6.8: The top surface of the cannula was clearly resolved after applying the
Sobel operator to the pre-processed images.
with γ=0.3 to demonstrate that the cannula shape is accurately detected. Since the
blend coefficient γ was chosen as 0.3, the image has a tinge of gray.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Using the optical flow algorithm with brightness enhancement, the can-
nula can be tracked in real-time: (a) Cannula shape was overlayed on the ultrasound
images from the experiment, and (b)the change in joint variables in time
The algorithm was also verified in an ex-vivo experiment. Figure 6.10 shows ex-
vivo bovine kidney images. The cannula is the brightest structure in the image. We
can use the in-plane tracking algorithm to track the cannula features. Figure 6.11
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shows various steps of the image processing. Figure 6.12 shows the results of a
cannula insertion experiment into a bovine kidney. The soft-tissue has more intensity
variations compared to the tissue phantom made of gelatin, yet the output of the
Sobel edge detector clearly resolves the top surface of the cannula.
Figure 6.10: Ex-vivo bovine kidney image with (right) and without (left) the can-
nula. Soft-tissue has more intensity variation compared to the tissue phantom made





















Figure 6.11: Morphological operations remove the amount of noise and detail. Sobel
operator detects the top surface of the cannula. The output of the Sobel operator
is overlayed on the original image and used as an input to the in-plane tracking
algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: Ex-vivo bovine kidney experiment: (a) The Sobel operator was applied
to the pre-processed images. (b) The shape of the cannula was successfully detected
and drawn on the ultrasound images.
The pre-processing step was tested on two commercial needles shown in Fig-
ure 6.13(a) inside ex-vivo bovine tissue. One of the needles is a 18 gauge needle used
for prostate brachytherapy (Mick Radio Nuclear Instruments, Inc.) and the other
one is a 12 gauge high field MRI coaxial biopsy needle (Invivo,Corp.). Figure 6.13(b)
and 6.13(c) show the original ultrasound images of the prostate brachytherapy and
the biopsy needle, and the images after processing.
The intensity map of the original ultrasound images and the processed images
for the prostate brachytherapy needle, the coaxial biopsy needle, and the discretely
actuated steerable cannula are shown with a color map in Figure 6.14. The brightest
pixels are on the top surface of the needles and the processing step extracts the top
surfaces of the needles. When the ultrasound images are blended with the processed
images, the brightness of the top surface of the needles are enhanced while the




12G  coaxial biopsy needle
  18G prostate seeding needle 
(c)
Figure 6.13: (a) Needles that were used in ex-vivo bovine experiments, (b) ultra-
sound image (left) and the processed image (right) of the prostate brachytherapy,
and (c) ultrasound image (left) and the processed image (right) of the coaxial biopsy
needle.
Figure 6.14: Color map of the ultrasound image (top) and the processed image
(bottom) for the (a) prostate brachytherapy needle, (b) coaxial biopsy needle, and
(c) discretely actuated steerable cannula
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6.5.3 Out-of-plane Detection of the Cannula Tip
In out-of-plane tracking, the ultrasound transducer is perpendicular to the
direction of the needle insertion. Hence, the ultrasound images show cross-sections
of the needle-long axis. To demonstrate the tip detection using circular Hough
transform, the transducer was positioned away from the cannula tip such that the
cannula tip is not visible (Figure 6.15).
Figure 6.15: To demonstrate tip detection using circular Hough transform, the
ultrasound transducer was slided over the cannula and the images were recorded
with 0.127 cm intervals.
The transducer was moved towards the cannula tip with 0.127 mm increments.
Downscaling, upscaling, dilation, erosion operations followed by blurring were ap-
plied recursively to obtain a clear image that is free of any noise. The result is a
bright spot at the center of the cannula axis. Figure 6.16 show the original ultra-
sound images and the images after the pre-processing step. A range of pixel values
can be specified to detect circles with a desired diameter. The circle radius was
specified as 8-10 pixel which corresponds to 3.074-3.842 mm diameter. The number
of recorded frames from the time the tip starts to appear to the frame that the cir-
cle is detected is 39. This corresponds to 4.953 mm displacement of the transducer.
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The length of the bevel-tip is 5.5 mm and the algorithm shows great performance
in accurate detection of the tip. By tip, we imply the end of the bevel where the
cross-section forms a circle.
Figure 6.16: The images show (a)the pre-processed images prior to the application
of circular Hough transform, and (b) the original ultrasound images. From left-to
right: the cannula starts to appear - a bright region is observed which corresponds to
the upper part of the cross-section (bevel-tip)- the cannula cross-section is detected.
In our approach, the main tracking takes place in a plane. The cannula is
initially aligned with the ultrasound beam in-plane. In the experimental setup, the
relative configuration of the rails and the cannula are known. In a clinical scenario,
the registration of the ultrasound probe with the cannula axis can be achieved using
a camera system such as Micron Tracker (Claron Technologies Inc.) and the needle
plane can be detected by jiggling the needle to differentiate its motion from that of
the tissues or organs [132]. The 3D location of the cannula tip can be obtained by
rotating the ultrasound transducer by 90◦ around its axis and sliding the transducer
over the cannula to obtain the location of the tip using circular Hough transform.
This way any off-plane movement of the cannula due to tissue interaction can be
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quantified. Full description of the out-of-plane tip detection procedure is given in
Algorithm 2 in Figure 6.17.
1
Algorithm 1 In-plane tracking algorithm
1: grab frame
2: call mouse handler
3: kinematic initialization off
4: start tracking off
5: Initial image for optical flow
6: repeat
7: until user stops the process
Algorithm 2 Out-of-plane tip detection algorithm
1: repeat
2: I ← grab frame
3: Run: Algorithm 1: In-plane tracking algorithm
4: if out-of-plane detection is activated then
5: smoothing(I ,5) ⊲ kernel= 5× 5
6: for k ← 1, 5 do
7: downscale(I ,0.5) ⊲ to 1/2 of image size
8: upscale (I ,1) ⊲ to image size
9: dilation(I ,7) ⊲ kernel= 7× 7
10: erosion(I ,7) ⊲ kernel= 7× 7
11: smoothing (I ,3) ⊲ kernel= 3× 3
12: end for
13: I ← λI ⊲ increase brightness
14: I ← circular Hough transform(I)
15: if a circle is detected then




20: until user stops the process
Figure 6.17: Pseudocode of the out-of-plane tracking algorithm
To demonstrate accurate localization of the cannula tip using combined in-
plane and out-of-plane tracking, an experiment was carried out. The frame grabber
grabs the image frames at 15 fps. The in-plane tracking algorithm including drawing
the cannula configuration and serial port communication with the other PC runs
at 8 fps. The out-of-plane tracking algorithm runs at 4 fps. The cannula was
inserted at 0.508 cm intervals and was actively tracked in plane by the algorithm
that is described in Section 6.3.1. Whenever the cannula tip reached the center
of the ultrasound image, ultrasound transducer was also advanced in the direction
of cannula insertion by 0.635 cm to guarantee that the cannula tip does not cross
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the center of the ultrasound transducer rotation axis.The transducer tracked the
cannula tip until 22 seconds. The user requested out-of-plane tip location. The
motor rotated 90◦ and the transducer started moving against the cannula insertion
detection and the circular Hough transform was activated. Since the vertical position
of the tip in the plane is known prior to the rotation of the transducer, the out-of-
plane detection algorithm searches for a circle near the neighborhood of the previous
location. When the cannula tip was detected, the program stopped. Figure 6.18
shows the change in cannula insertion distance, the displacement (rail 2) and the
rotation of the ultrasound transducer. Figure 6.19 shows the ultrasound images at
the locations marked as A, B, C and D in Figure 6.18.






Figure 6.19: Ultrasound images: (a) before the ultrasound transducer rotates (ini-
tially the tracking is in-plane), (b) when ultrasound transducer is rotated, (c) 90◦
rotation is achieved and the cannula tip is observed ahead of the ultrasound trans-
ducer, and (d) the transducer moves towards the cannula and the circular cross-
section is detected. The location of the tip is [x, y, z] = [56.05, 40.30, 58.75] mm in
the imaging plane.
6.6 Summary and Discussions
There are two main results of this section. Firstly, using the pre-processing
method described here, the top surface of the needles can be highlighted and smooth
brightness can be achieved on the needle top surface. The blend operator not only
increases the brightness of the top layer that is detected using the Sobel operator
but also reduces the brightness of the other regions since the original image inten-
sities are multiplied by a coefficient that is smaller than 1. The pre-processing step
makes it possible to use optical flow algorithm to track the features of the needle in
ultrasound images. The effectiveness of the algorithm in extracting the top surface
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was successfully demonstrated in tissue phantom and in ex-vivo bovine tissue. The
in-plane tracking method can potentially be extended to generic rigid and curved
needles. If the needle has a fixed curvature the location of two or more tracked
points can be used to calculate the curvature. For needles with an arbitrary shape,
multiple points can be selected such that a spline can be fit to the top surface of the
needle. Our approach enables tracking the features of the needle. When combined
with the geometric model of the needle, the needle configuration can be tracked in
real-time.
Secondly, since the cross-section of the needle is a circle, circular Hough trans-
form can be used to localize the needle-tip when the ultrasound beam is perpendic-
ular to the tip of the needle. This algorithm takes advantage of the shape of the
bevel tip and does not suffer from finite ultrasound-beam width assumption. The
approach presented here guarantees that the detected circle is the needle tip.
Using the methods presented in this chapter, quantitative information about
the needle configuration is obtained in real-time, which is crucial for generating
control inputs for the needle and automating the needle insertion. The results show
the effectiveness of the algorithms and they form the foundations of our future work
on combining the in-plane and out-of-plane tracking algorithms for 3D steering of
the cannula using ultrasound guidance.
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Chapter 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
This work was motivated by the targeting challenges in needle based-procedures.
The errors in targeting due to needle and soft tissue interaction forces lead to sam-
pling errors and poor treatment outcomes. A multi degree-of-freedom steerable
cannula was developed which can generate steering forces inside the soft-tissue.
The cannula has SMA actuators along its length that enable making active trajec-
tory corrections and going around delicate structures. A customized SMA actuator
gives some control on the design parameters of the actuator, but it also introduces
new challenges. First, annealing the SMA wire changes its phase transformation
temperatures. These phase transformation temperatures and the behavior of the
actuator under stress at different heat inputs (temperatures) need to be determined
to fully characterize the material. Secondly, a new SMA characterization procedure
and an experimental setup have to be developed to characterize the SMA actuator.
Though characterization and modeling of SMA wires and springs in the straight
configuration have been extensively studied, doing similar characterization studies
for arbitrarily shaped SMA wires is challenging. Another challenge is to control
the strain rate of the SMA actuator in trajectory planning. Since the bending of
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each joint is achieved by heating the SMA wire, this process is slow and most of
the constitutive models used in modeling the SMA were developed for quasistatic
loading. Exploring temperature feedback using the constitutive model has been an
important part of the SMA characterization process. We gained information on how
the annealing parameters effect the mechanical properties such as the transforma-
tion temperatures or the Young’s modulus of the SMA actuator (which is a also a
measure of the maximum force that can be generated by the actuator). Addition-
ally, for motion planning it is important to investigate the effect of the stiffness of
the soft-tissue on the maximum recoverable strain of the SMA (the maximum joint
angle). Constitutive model provides a way of incorporating the recoverable strain
into the motion planning. In this work, the aforementioned challenges which are
crucial for developing an SMA actuated steerable cannula were explored.
Based on the research work done and experimental results obtained in this
dissertation, the main conclusions are as follows:
• A new type of hollow needle (cannula) was developed that enables active tra-
jectory corrections and trajectories that are not limited to straight-line tra-
jectories. The cannula can be made of metallic segments or plastic segments.
Antagonist SMA actuators can be placed at each joint and bidirectional joint
motion can be achieved.
• Temperature feedback is an effective approach to control the strain of the SMA
actuator using the constitutive model of the SMA.
• The constitutive model of the SMA effectively represents the phase transfor-
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mation of an SMA wire that transforms into an arc. Using the experimental
characterization procedure presented in Section 2.4, the parameters of the
SMA that are used in the constitutive model can be obtained.
• The PWM-based NPID controller can effectively track continuous tempera-
ture trajectories. The controller also limits the strain rate which satisfies the
quasistatic assumptions of the constitutive model.
• A motion planning algorithm was developed using tools from differential ge-
ometry to find the minimum distance between two set positions for the case
when there are no obstacles. The trajectory execution scheme presented in
Section 5.1 does not require the control of the the strain rate.
• Using configuration control approach, this redundancy of the cannula can be
employed to achieve additional tasks such as obstacle avoidance and joint
limit avoidance in addition to reaching a desired location. The joint limit
of the SMA actuator was modeled using the constitutive model and it was
incorporated into the motion planning algorithm. The configuration control
generates trajectories that reach the target while avoiding obstacles and with-
out exceeding the joint limit of the actuator.
• A setup was developed to automate the cannula insertion using ultrasound
guidance. In this setup, the ultrasound transducer has 3-DOF and the cannula
has 1 insertion DOF. The setup can be used for in-plane tracking, out-of-plane
tracking or a combination of both tracking methods.(The main frames were
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previously developed by Kevin Lister for in-vivo animal experiments [133].)
• The accuracy of the ultrasound tracking algorithms are limited by the spatial
resolution of the transducer and ultrasound beam-width. These parameters
can be quantified by scanning an object with distinct features as described in
Section 6.5.1.
• A brightness enhancement technique was developed that alleviates the in-
tensity variation in ultrasound images. Using the pre-processing method de-
scribed in Section 6.3, the top surface of the needles can be highlighted and
smooth brightness can be achieved which makes it possible to use optical flow
to track edges and corners in ultrasound images.
• The cross-section of the cannula is a circle. Thus, circular Hough transform can
be used to localize the needle-tip when the ultrasound beam is perpendicular
to the tip of the needle. The approach presented in Section 6.5.3 guarantees
that the detected circle is the cannula tip.
• Through collaboration with the Biophotonics Group at the Fischell Depart-
ment of Bioengineering, a side-scanning OCT probe was introduced through
the hollow inner core of the cannula and in-situ microscale imaging was per-
formed through the imaging window. The results demonstrate the potential
use of the cannula as a delivery tool for diagnostic applications.
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7.2 Future Work
The future directions for research can be listed as follows:
Cannula design: The cannula is intended to be a disposable tool. The cannula
design can be improved by using segments made of high-temperature plastics that
can be quickly manufactured with a 3D printer. This would also make it easier to
create slots for temperature sensors, electrical connections and wiring. It would be
useful to choose a specific medical application and tailor the design and controllers
to achieve a specific task.
External Stress and Temperature-feedback Controller: Modeling enhancements
that account for heat transfer and the external stress acting on the cannula are
necessary. Strain-temperature relationship of the cannula needs be tested under
different loadings and initial conditions. To model the external stress acting on the
cannula two approaches can be explored. A soft-tissue model can be incorporated
into the constitutive model and the deformation strain of the tissue can be mapped
into the strain of the SMA actuator. Through experiments the accuracy of the
tissue model can be evaluated. Another way is to attach a force sensor at the tip.
This force can then be mapped to the stress acting on the SMA actuator using the
Jacobian. The wall thickness of the straight tubes are small. Hence, heat transfer
becomes a problem when the temperature of the SMA actuator starts increasing.
This problem can be alleviated by proper selection of the material as discussed
in Section 4.6. Incorporating a cooling strategy would substantially improve the
performance of the controller.
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Ultrasound-based Tracking of the Cannula: In the tracking algorithm, the rela-
tive position of the ultrasound transducer and the cannula base were known since the
transducer moves in the Cartesian plane. The algorithm starts with the assumption
that the cannula is in the imaging plane. In a clinical scenario, registration and po-
sitioning of the ultrasound transducer should be achieved such that the ultrasound
beam is aligned with the cannula plane.
Animal Experiments: The dissertation summarized the tools that were de-
veloped for a steerable cannula system. Once the above mentioned advancements
are developed, the cannula can be steered using a combined temperature-feedback
image-feedback approach with ultrasound guidance. Further ex-vivo and in-vivo ex-
periments in animal tissues are necessary to assess the performance of the controllers
and planners in soft-tissue.
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